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Abstract
Random forest (RF) is one of the most popular methods for estimating regres-
sion functions. The local nature of the RF algorithm, creating decision trees based
on intra-node means and variances, is ideal when errors are i.i.d. For dependent
error processes like time series and spatial settings where data in all the nodes will
be correlated, operating locally ignores this dependence. Also, creating an ensemble
of trees in RF will lead to resampling of correlated data, violating the principles
of bootstrap. Naive application of RF to dependent settings, while prevalent, ig-
nores these issues and is in sharp contrast to the practice in spatial and time series
modeling where the correlation structure is explicitly incorporated in the estimation
procedure. Theoretically, consistency of RF has been established for i.i.d. errors,
but little is known about the case of dependent error processes.
We propose RF-GLS, a novel extension of RF for dependent error processes in
the same way Generalized Least Squares (GLS) fundamentally extends Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) for linear models under dependence. The key to this extension
is the equivalent representation of the local decision making in a regression tree
as a global OLS optimization which is then replaced with a GLS loss to create a
GLS-style regression tree. This also synergistically addresses the resampling issue,
as the use of GLS loss amounts to resampling uncorrelated contrasts (pre-whitened
data) instead of the correlated data. For spatial settings, RF-GLS can be used in
conjunction with Gaussian Process correlated errors to generate kriging predictions
at new locations. RF becomes a special case of RF-GLS with an identity working
covariance matrix.
We establish L2 consistency of RF-GLS under β- (absolutely regular) mixing
error processes and show that this general result subsumes important cases like
autoregressive time series and spatial Mate´rn Gaussian Processes. As a byproduct,
we also establish consistency of RF for β-mixing processes, which to our knowledge,
is the first such result for RF under dependence. The proofs involve new techniques
to account for the data-weighting introduced by use of the global GLS loss. A
number of general tools are introduced that are of independent interest, including
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a general consistency result for data-driven-partitioning-based GLS estimates under
β-mixing error processes and uniform laws of large number (ULLN) for unbounded
and cross-product function classes.
We empirically demonstrate the improvement achieved by RF-GLS over RF in
both estimation and prediction under dependence.
Keywords: Random forest, spatial, time series, generalized least-squares, Gaussian Pro-
cesses.
1 Introduction
Random Forest (RF) is one of the most popular machine learning methods for clas-
sification and regression, with wide applications in different scientific and engineering
fields. First proposed by Leo Breiman [10], RF is an ensemble of classification and
regression trees (CART) to construct a nonparametric estimator of the regression func-
tion m(X) = E(Y |X) (or the Bayes boundary m(X) = P(Y = 1|X) for classification
problems). A key source of RF’s empirical success, as highlighted in a number of works
[44, 62], is attributed to its underlying connection with nonlinear kernel regression with
data-adaptive kernels which have more expressive powers than traditional linear regres-
sion based methods.
For regression problems, [63] has established consistency of RF in estimating the
mean function m using data (Yi, Xi) for i = 1, . . . , n generated from Yi = m(Xi) + i,
i’s denoting the i.i.d. errors. For spatial or time series settings, a data unit is typically
a triplet (Yi, Xi, `i) where `i denotes the i
th time-point or location, and the error process
generating the data can be more explicitly written as i = (`i) where {(`) | ` ∈ D} is a
(dependent) stochastic process in the spatial or time domain D. Theoretical properties
of RF have not been studied under such dependent error processes.
We identify a few aspects of the RF algorithm to be at odds with the presence of
dependence in data. Each regression tree in RF is grown by recursive partitioning with
axis-aligned splits in covariate space which minimizes the total intra-node variation in
candidate child nodes. Subsequently a node representative is assigned to each of the leaf
nodes which is usually the mean of the node members. First, both the split criterion and
node representative rely on a squared error loss which is suboptimal for dependent data.
Second, both these procedures also act locally within each node and do not use data from
other nodes. While such local action is suitable for i.i.d. data, under dependence data
from other nodes will also be correlated with the members of the node to be split, and
this correlation is ignored. Finally, RF creates and consolidates the trees using “bagging”
(bootstrap aggregation) [9]. For spatial or time series settings, the errors (`i) will be
correlated violating the assumption of i.i.d. data units at the heart of bootstrapping.
While most of RF’s empirical success has also been demonstrated on independent
or cross-sectional data sets, recent years have seen a surge of applications of RF to de-
pendent data, in particular data that exhibit temporal or spatial dependence among
observations. Applications have included stocks or weather forecasting using time se-
ries data [6, 2], geospatial prediction models of air pollutants [75, 20, 43] and of other
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environmental or forestry variables using remote sensing data [71, 25].
Most of these applications do not make procedural considerations for the spatial
and/or temporal dependence in data units, treating the samples as independent and ap-
plying RF naively. Ignoring this serial/spatial dependence present in data, as practiced
in naive applications of RF to such settings, is in sharp contrast with the core modeling
philosophy in time series and spatial statistics literature. For instance, when m(x) is
restricted to the class of linear models x>β, classical time series regression problems ad-
vocate explicitly modeling the serial correlation present in regression residuals through
a generalized least squares (GLS) framework, which is shown to provide more efficient
parameter estimation and prediction than standard ordinary least squares (OLS) regres-
sion. GLS replaces the squared error loss (1/n)
∑n
i=1(Yi−X>i β)2 of OLS with a modified
quadratic form loss
min
β
1
n
(Y−Xβ)>Σ−10 (Y−Xβ).
Here Σ0 is n × n variance-covariance matrix of serially correlated errors {1, . . . , n}.
Similarly, in geostatistics, Gaussian Processes (GP) [5, 13, 57] are widely used to model
the dependent error process (`). A GP specified using a covariance function C also
reduces the mean estimation problem to a GLS with the n× n covariance matrix Σ0 =
(Cov(`i, `j)).
There is a substantial body of work that focuses on nonlinear regression with depen-
dent data, in particular with serially correlated errors in regression. We refer to [52] for
a comprehensive review. In short, it is well-known that ignoring the serial correlation in
errors result in underestimation of bandwidth parameter selection in kernel-based regres-
sion methods. For time series regression problems, [3, 34] propose a number of different
approaches, including frequency domain and autoregressive model fit, to estimate resid-
ual correlation and use that to inform bandwidth choice. For polynomial spline models,
the least squares loss function has been modified to GLS-style criterion that involves
the residual covariance matrix [42, 21]. Like linear models, regression with polynomials,
splines or other basis expansions remain linear in the set of parameters to be estimated.
Hence, the solution to the GLS-style quadratic form global optimization is available in
closed form. This has helped to adopt the GLS framework in such nonlinear regression.
For RF, the nonlinear basis functions are obtained by a data-adaptive, greedy algorithm,
so a GLS formulation is not immediate.
There has been some attempts to tailor RF for spatial or time series settings. [6]
considered an exponential smoothing of the time series response to give more weights
to recent data. [71] generated probabilistic spatial predictions by running RF on sev-
eral data resamples created using a spatial bootstrap [53] to adjust for the correlation.
However, RF itself uses resampling, and this inner resampling still ignored the spatial
correlation. Also, such a double resampling substantially increases the computational
burden. [37] considered a direct spatial RF for predicting yi by adding as additional pre-
dictors the pairwise distances between the location `i and the other locations in the RF.
For n locations, by adding n ordered distances to the covariate list, it has to work with
a high dimensional set of covariates. High-dimensionality has been show to impact the
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performance of RF [65]. It also fails to leverage “the first law of geography” postulating
that spatially proximal things are more correlated – a principle that is parsimoniously
encoded in the covariance functions used in GP through stationarity or isotropy. [32]
proposes a geographical RF that estimates the RF locally at each location using only
a handful of nearest neighbors. Both [37] and [32] essentially offer a prediction model
m∗(xi, `i), and do not produce the estimate of the mean function m(xi). Also, to our
knowledge, there does not exist any theory backing any of these ad-hoc approaches.
In this article, we propose a well-principled rendition of RF to explicitly incorpo-
rate the spatial/temporal correlation structure. Our extension of RF emulates how GLS
fundamentally generalizes OLS for correlated data and addresses all the three aforemen-
tioned issues of RF under data dependence.
A central observation for this extension is that the local procedure of loss minimiza-
tion during the splitting of each node in a regression tree can be equivalently represented
as a global OLS linear regression problem with a binary design matrix. The subsequent
node representative assignment is simply the OLS fit given the chosen split. For de-
pendent data, we can thus seamlessly replace this OLS step with a GLS optimization
problem at every node split and grow the tree accordingly. The node representatives
also become the GLS fits. The global GLS loss-based splitting and the fit thus use in-
formation from all current nodes as is desirable under data-dependence. Generalizations
of the loss function used in RF have been shown to be successful in many different con-
texts like quantile estimation [47], distributional forests [61], causal forests [4], manifold
forests emulating convolutional neural networks [55], and others [40, 73, 14, 58, 68]. Our
generalization to GLS loss fills the gap for RF to accommodate data dependence.
Our GLS-style RF also naturally accommodates data resampling or subsampling
used for creating a forest of trees. To see this, note that for linear regression, the GLS
loss coincides with an OLS loss with Y˜ = Σ
−1/2
0 Y, X˜ = Σ
−1/2
0 X and ˜ = Σ
−1/2
0  the
serially uncorrelated errors. Thus GLS can be thought of as OLS with a prewhitening
step, and we can introduce resampling after the prewhitening in the algorithm. We
essentially resample the contrasts y˜ instead of the outcomes. In our algorithm this simply
amounts to replacing the Σ−10 in the GLS quadratic form with Σ
−>/2
0 P
>
t PtΣ
−1/2
0 where
Pt denotes the resampling or subsampling selection matrix for the t
th tree.
We refer to our method as RF-GLS and present a computationally efficient algorithm
for implementing it. RF-GLS reduces exactly to RF when the working correlation matrix
used in the GLS-loss is the identity matrix. In line with the traditional GLS wisdom, we
show that RF-GLS provides improved performance over RF in a wide range of simulation
scenarios.
Another major contribution of this article is a thorough theoretical analysis of con-
sistency of RF-GLS under dependent error processes. The extant theory of RF can
primarily be divided in two paradigms. One approach assumes an alternate splitting
criterion named “honesty” [72] where the regression tree doesn’t use the responses cor-
responding to the subsamples it is built on, while choosing the optimal split. The
“honesty” assumption is satisfied by neither the traditional RF nor its popular variants.
[63] proved of the consistency of Breiman’s RF without the restrictive honesty assump-
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tion, i.e., allowing the splitting and node representation to be based on the same data.
To our knowledge, study of RF under dependent processes has not been conducted in
either paradigms.
Akin to the original RF algorithm, RF-GLS uses the same data to both determine the
split and the node representative. Hence, our theoretical study adopts the framework of
[63]. Our main result (Theorem 1) proves that if the error process is absolutely-regular
(β-) mixing [8], then under regularity conditions on the working correlation matrix,
RF-GLS provides an L2 consistent estimator of m. As a byproduct of the theory, we
also establish consistency of CART and RF under β-mixing error processes. To our
knowledge, this is the first result on consistency of these procedures under dependence.
We present theoretical examples showing common dependent processes like autore-
gressive time series and spatial Mate´rn Gaussian Processes satisfy the regularity condi-
tions thereby establishing consistency of RF-GLS under such data generation processes.
The presence of dependence in error processes requires new tools in our theoretical
analysis. The consistency result in [63] benefits from the comprehensive theory of uni-
form laws of large numbers (ULLN) for classes of data-driven-partitioning based OLS
estimates under i.i.d. errors [33]. To the best of our knowledge, exact analogues of
such results do not exist for dependent data and existing results require restrictive as-
sumptions like Lipschitz continuity [19] or uniform boundedness [50, 54] on the function
class that are not met by the RF-GLS estimate. We establish a new ULLN for function
classes under β-mixing error processes that needs a less restrictive uniform integrability
assumption on the class and is satisfied by classes with an uniformly bounded (2 + δ)th
moment. Using this, we generalize the result of [33] to ULLN for consistency of data-
driven-partitioning-based GLS estimators under β-mixing error processes (Theorem 2).
This result is also of independent importance. We use this to establish consistency of
RF-GLS by carefully constructing a novel Glivenko-Cantelli class of functions that will
be narrow enough to satisfy this ULLN while being broad enough to approximate the
true mean function m well.
A second set of additional complexities are introduced in the theory due to the use
of a GLS-style loss function. A major contribution of [63] is the result on stochastic
equicontinuity of the RF split loss function with respect to the splits. This along with
the fact that the OLS loss for each node asymptotically converges to the difference
of variances between parent and child nodes, helped control the approximation error.
Throughout, the calculations benefited from the local nature of RF algorithm needing
to consider only node members, and use of a tractable loss function (squared error)
and a tractable node representative (mean). The global nature of the GLS optimization
assigns weights to each data point, these weights are not analytically tractable but needs
to be meticulously accounted for throughout. For establishing equicontinuity, we provide
a new proof that generalizes to GLS-style loss function by using perturbation bounds
for matrix projections. We also establish consistency of GLS estimators for piece-wise
constant estimators and use this to show our split criterion, even though based on a
global optimization involving all nodes, asymptotically, like RF, converges to simply the
variance difference between the parent node (to be split) and its child nodes. These two
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results help control the approximation error for RF-GLS. Unlike squared error loss, GLS
loss introduces cross-product terms. For the estimation error, we control these terms
using novel bounds on the random Lp-norm covering number for such cross-product
function classes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present our methodology,
implementation details, and computational consideration. The theory regarding the
consistency is presented in details in Section 3. In Section 4, we demonstrate how
popular spatial and time series processes satisfy the assumptions detailed in Section 3.
Results from a variety of simulation experiments validating our method is presented in
Section 5. We discuss future extension of the presented work in Section 6. The proofs of
the main theoretical results are in Section 7. Few technical results used throughout in
the theory are consolidated in the Appendix, while the proofs of all other results required
for the theory are provided in the Supplementary Materials.
General Notations
For any set S, |S| denote its cardinality. 1(.) is used to denote the indicator function of
an event. The null set is denoted by {}. For any matrix M, M+ denotes the generalized
Moore-Penrose inverse, ‖M‖p, 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ denote its matrix Lp norm, ‖M‖max is the
elementwise maximum norm, and ‖M‖F is the Frobenius norm. For any symmetric
matrix M, λmax = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ . . . ≤ λn = λmax denote its eigen-values. a sequence of
numbers an is called O(bn) or o(bn) respectively when the sequence an/bn is bounded
or goes to 0. A sequence of random variables is called Ob(1) if it is uniformly bounded
almost surely, Op(1) if it is bounded in probability, and op(1) if it goes to 0 in probability.
X ∼ Y implies X follows the same distribution as Y . R,Z,N and N∗ denote the set of
real numbers, integers, natural numbers and extended natural numbers (including +∞)
respectively.
2 Method
2.1 Revisiting the RF algorithm
Given data (Yi, Xi) ∈ R × RD, i = 1, . . . , n, the RF estimate of the mean function
m(x) = E(Y |X = x) is the average of ntree regression tree estimates of m. In a
regression tree, data are split recursively into nodes of a tree starting from a root node.
To split a node, a set of Mtry( D) features are chosen randomly and the best split point
is determined with respect to each of the features by searching over all the “gaps” in the
corresponding feature of the data. Here “best” is determined as the one maximizing the
cost function:
1
nP
 nP∑
i=1
(Y Pi − Y¯ P )2 −
nR∑
ir=1
(Y Ri − Y¯ R)2 −
nL∑
il=1
(Y Li − Y¯ L)2
 (1)
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where, Y Pi , Y
R
i and Y
L
i denote the responses in parent node, right child and left child
respectively. Y¯ P , Y¯ R and Y¯ L denote the respective node means, nP = nR + nL, nR and
nL are the respective node cardinalities. The feature and cut-off value combination that
minimizes the CART-split criterion (1) is chosen to create the child nodes. As each split
is only based on one feature, all nodes are hyper-rectangles. Each newly created node is
assigned a node representative – the mean of the responses of the node members.
The nodes are iteratively partitioned this way till a pre-specified stopping rule is
met – we arrive at leaf nodes having single element (fully grown tree) or the number of
data points in each leaf node is less than a pre-specified number or the total number
of nodes reaches a pre-specified threshold. The regression tree estimate for an input
feature x ∈ Rd is simply given by the representative value of the node containing x.
RF is simply the average of an ensemble of regression trees with each tree only using a
resample or subsample of the data.
2.2 GLS-style regression tree
The regression trees used in RF are inherently local in nature. As reflected in (1),
splitting a node and assigning a representative are both based only on members within
the node. For i.i.d. data, this local approach is reasonable as members of one node are
independent of the others. For dependent error processes, members of the other nodes
can be highly correlated with those of a node-to-be-split and operating locally leaves
out this information. A global approach that weights all the correlations in the data is
desirable, and in line with the common practice in time series and spatial communities.
To explore generalizations of RF for dependent settings, we first recall an equivalent
global representation of the CART-split criterion (1). Consider a regression tree grown
upto the set of leaf nodes {C1, C2, · · · , CK} forming a partition of the feature space.
The node representatives β̂
(0)
= (βˆ1, . . . , βˆK)
> are the corresponding means. To split
the next node, say CK , the CART-split criterion (1) determines the best feature-cutoff
combination (d∗, c∗d) and creates child nodes C(L)K = CK ∩ I(Xid < c∗d) and C(R)1 = CK ∩
I(Xid ≥ c∗d) and the node representatives βˆ(L)K and βˆ(R)K (simply the means of the left
and right child nodes respectively). We can write the optimal split-direction (d∗, c∗d) and
node representatives βˆ
(L)
K , βˆ
(R)
K as the maximizer
(d∗, c∗d, βˆ
(L)
K , βˆ
(R)
K ) = arg max
d,cd,β(L)(d,cd),β(R)(d,cd)
1
|CK |
[∑
Xi∈CK (yi − βˆK)2−(∑
Xi∈CK ,Xid<cd
(
yi − β(L)(d, cd)
)2
+
∑nL
Xi∈CK ,Xid≥cd
(
yi − β(R)(d, cd)
)2 )] (2)
After the split, the new set of nodes is {C(L)K , C(R)K , C2, · · · , CK} and the set of represen-
tatives is updated to β = (β1, . . . , βK−1, β
(L)
K , β
(R)
K )
>. Let Z0 = (I(Xi) ∈ Cj) be the n×K
membership matrix before the split, and Z denote the n× (K + 1) membership matrix
for a split of CK using (d, cd), i.e., Zij = Z(0)ij for j < k, ZiK = I({Xi ∈ CK}∩{Xid < cd})
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and Zi(K+1) = I({Xi ∈ CK} ∩ {Xid ≥ cd}). We note but suppress the dependence of Z
on (d, cd). Then the optimization in (2) can be rewritten in the following way.
(d∗, c∗d, βˆ) = arg max
d,cd,β(d,cd)
1
n
(
‖y− Z(0)β̂(0)‖22 − ‖y− Zβ(d, cd)‖22
)
. (3)
This connection of OLS regression with RF is well-known (see, e.g., [30] where RF rules
are used in downstream Lasso fit). To see why (2) and (3) are equivalent, note that,
for a given (d, cd) the β optimizing (3) is simply β̂OLS = (Z
>Z)−1Z>y, the minimizer
of the OLS loss ‖y − Zβ(d, cd)‖22. Since the membership matrices are orthogonal, each
component of β̂OLS are simply the node means. Hence, the last two components of β
are βˆ
(L)
K and β
(R)
K . As the first K − 1 columns of Z are same as that of Z(0) this implies
that the first K − 1 components of β is same that of β(0), i.e., the means of the first
K − 1 nodes. So although (3) is a global optimizer of a linear regression re-estimating
all the node representatives, in practice, only the representatives of the child nodes of
CK are updated and this is equivalent to the local optimization (2).
The global formulation immediately facilitates a GLS-style generalization of the split
criterion. If Σ0 = Cov(y) denotes the covariance matrix, then a` la GLS we can sim-
ply replace the squared error loss with a quadratic form loss (y − Zβ(d, cd))>Σ−10 (y −
Zβ(d, cd)). For a given split (d, cd), the quadratic form is minimized at the GLS estimate
β̂GLS = (Z
>Σ−10 Z)
−1Z>Σ−10 y which gives the new set of node representatives. Both
the choice of optimal split and node representative now depends on data from all nodes,
weighted by the precision (inverse covariance) matrix Σ−10 .
We introduce additional notation to formally detail the algorithm of our GLS-style
regression tree. Let the number of nodes in level k − 1 be denoted by g(k−1). The
complete set of nodes in level k − 1 be denoted by C(k−1) = {C(k−1)1 , C(k−1)2 , · · · , C(k−1)g(k−1)}
which is a partition of the feature space. For split of lth1 node, we consider the following
membership matrices, Z(0), which corresponds to the nodes in parent level, i.e., k−1, with
the column for the node-to-be-split pushed to the last column, and Z which corresponds
to the membership of the potential child nodes. These are defined as
Z
(0)
i,l2
=

1[xi ∈ C(k−1)l2 ];∀l2 = 1, 2, · · · , l1 − 1
1[xi ∈ C(k−1)l2+1 ];∀ l2 = l1, · · · , g(k−1) − 1
1[xi ∈ C(k−1)l1 ] for l2 = g(k−1)
(4)
and
Zi,l2 =

Z
(0)
i,l2
; ∀l2 = 1, 2, · · · , g(k−1) − 1
1[xi ∈ C(k)
l
(1)
1
] for l2 = g
(k−1); C(k)
l
(1)
1
= C(k−1)l1 ∩ {x ∈ RD|xd < cd}
1[xi ∈ C(k)
l
(2)
1
] for l2 = g
(k−1) + 1; C(k)
l
(2)
1
= C(k−1)l1 ∩ {x ∈ RD|xd ≥ cd}
. (5)
Here C(k)
l
(1)
1
and C(k)
l
(2)
1
are the potential children of the node C(k−1)l1 based on a split (d, cd).
Note that Z above is a function of the previous set of nodes C(k−1), the node to be split
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l1 and the split (d, cd) all of which is kept implicit. Similarly Z
(0) is a function of C(k−1)
and l1. In terms of these membership matrices, our GLS-style split criterion can be
reformulated in the following way:
vDARTn,Q (C
(k−1), l1, (d, cd)) =
1
n
[(
y − Z(0)βˆGLS(Z(0))
)>
Q
(
y − Z(0)βˆGLS(Z(0))
)
− 1
n
(
y − ZβˆGLS(Z)
)>
Q
(
y − ZβˆGLS(Z)
)] (6)
We refer to (6) as the Dependency Adjusted Regression Tree (DART) split criterion.
The node representatives are given by
βˆGLS(Z) = βˆ =
(
Z>QZ
)−1 (
Z>Qy
)
(7)
where Q is the precision matrix Σ−10 . If the true covariance matrix Σ0 is unknown,
as in practice, Q will be Σ−1 where Σ is some working covariance matrix (estimate
and/or computational approximation of Σ0). We discuss estimation of Σ0 and choice of
Q in Section 2.5. The algorithm works with any choice of the working precision matrix
Q. For example, with Q = I, the algorithm is identical to the usual regression-tree.
Equipped with the DART criterion to split the nodes and the GLS estimator as the
node representatives, we have completed the specifications of a GLS-style regression
tree. The full algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
2.3 RF-GLS
We now focus on growing a random forest from ntree number of GLS-style trees. In
RF, each tree is built using a resample or subsample of the data Dn,t = (Yt,Xt) where
Yt is the re(sub)sampled vector of the responses and Xt is the design matrix using the
corresponding rows. For our GLS-style approach, naive emulation of this is not rec-
ommended. To elucidate, if one resorts to resampling, under dependent settings, this
would mean resampling correlated data units (Yi, Xi) thereby violating the principle of
bootstrap. Also, it is unclear what the working covariance matrix would be between the
resampled points. If subsampling is used, this is avoided, as one can use the submatrix
Σt corresponding to the subsample. However, each tree will use a different subsam-
ple and hence a different Σt. Inverting covariance matrices of dimension O(n) require
O(n3) operations, and this approach would require inverting ntree such matrices, thereby
substantially increasing the computation.
Interestingly, the GLS-loss itself offers a synergistic solution to re(sub)sampling of
dependent data. To motivate our approach, we once again revisit RF, and note that the
CART-split criterion (3) for a re(sub)sample can be expressed using the squared error
loss ‖Pty−PtZβ‖22, where Pt is the selection matrix for the re(sub)sample. Now GLS
loss with y and Zβ coincides with an OLS loss with Y˜ = Σ−1/2Y, Z˜ = Σ−1/2Z. Hence,
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Algorithm 1 GLS-style random regression tree
Input: Data Dn = (Y1, X1, . . . , Yn, Xn), working precision matrix Q, stopping rules
tn (maximum number of nodes) and tc (minimum number of members per node), number
of features considered for each split Mtry, randomness RΘ (some probability distribution
to choose a subsample of size Mtry from {1. . . . , D}), output point x0.
Output: Estimate mn(x0; Θ) of the mean function m at x0.
1: procedure
2: Initialize k ← 1;C(1) ← {RD}, g(1) ← 1;
3: while g(k) < tn do
4: Update k ← k + 1;
5: Initialize C(k) ← {}; g(k) ← 0;
6: for l1 ∈ 1 : g(k−1) do
7: if |C(k−1)l1 | ≤ tc or g(k) ≥ tn then
8: C(k) ← C(k) ∪ C(k−1)l1 ; g(k) ← g(k) + 1;
9: else
10: R←i.i.d.∼ RΘ
11: for d ∈ R, cd ∈ {(Xd(i) +Xd(i+1))/2|1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} do
12: vDARTn,Q (C
(k−1), l1, (d, cd))← Equation (6)
13: (d∗, c∗d)← arg min(d,cd) vDARTn,Q (C(k−1), l1, (d, cd))
14: C(k)
l
(1)
1
and C(k)
l
(2)
1
← Equation (5) with (d∗, c∗d)
15: C(k) ← C(k) ∪ C(k)
l
(1)
1
∪ C(k)
l
(2)
1
;
16: g(k) ← g(k) + 2;
17: Representatives β̂ = (βˆ1, . . . , βˆg(k))
> ← Equation (7) with Zn×g(k) =(
I(Xi ∈ C(k)l )
)
;
18: Output mn(x0; Θ) =
∑g(k)
l=1 βˆlI(x0 ∈ C(k)l );
the immediate extension for the re(sub)sample would be using the loss
‖PtY˜−PtZ˜β‖22 = ‖PtΣ−
1
2 Y−PtΣ− 12 Zβ‖22
= (y− Zβ)>Σ−>/2P>t PtΣ−1/2(y− Zβ).
Thus to use a GLS-loss in RF, we essentially resample the contrasts y˜ instead of the
outcomes Y. This principle of contrast re(sub)sampling has been used in parametric
bootstrapping of spatial data [53, 59]. In our algorithm the resampling amounts to simply
replacing the Q in the DART-split criterion (6) and node representative calculation (7)
with Qt = Σ
−>/2P>t PtΣ
−1/2. Subsequent to growing ntree trees corresponding to each
different resample, like RF, we take the average to get forest estimate. This completes
the specification of a novel GLS-style random forest for dependent data. We refer to
the algorithm as RF-GLS. It is clear when Q = I, the node-split criterion, the node
representatives, and the resampling step all become identical to RF. Hence, RF is simply
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RF-GLS with an identity working correlation matrix.
2.4 Kriging using RF-GLS with Gaussian Processes
RF-GLS can be seamlessly embedded in the general framework for spatial predictions
(kriging) using Gaussian Processes (GP). We consider geospatial data (Yi, Xi, `i) where
`i denotes the locations. GP are a common model considered for such spatial data
yielding the specification Yi = m(Xi) + i, where i = (`i). Researchers working with
geospatial data are routinely interested in inference and prediction on the whole region of
interest D. Hence, the errors (`i) are posited to be discrete realizations of a continuous
field (surface) and endowed with a zero-mean GP distribution (`) ∼ GP (0, C), ` ∈ D
where C denotes the covariance function parameterized by a set of parameters φ. A
central reason for popularity of GP are that the observed errors are simply distributed
as multivariate normal variable with Cov(i, j) = C(`i, `j |φ).
This facilitates easy formulation of the predictive distribution conditional on the data
as standard conditional normal distributions. If L denotes the training data locations,
y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)
>, and m = (m̂(X1), . . . , mˆ(Xn))> where m̂ is the estimate of m from
RF-GLS, then prediction at a new location `new with covariate xnew will simply be given
by the kriging estimate
ŷnew(xnew, `new) = m̂(xnew) + v
>Σ−1(y− m̂) (8)
where v> = Cov((`new), (L)) = C(`new,L),Σ = C(L,L). Equation (8) can thus be
used to predict the outcome at any new location and possess the advantage of non-
parametrically estimating the mean function of the covariates while retaining the spatial
structure encoded in the GP covariance function. This ensures adherence to the phi-
losophy of first law of geography, i.e., proximal things are more correlated than distant
ones. The prediction framework is completely agnostic to the choice of the covariance
function and can work with non-stationary or multi-resolutional covariance functions if
deemed appropriate.
Prediction equations of the form (8) has been used in applications of RF to spatial
settings and has been termed as residual kriging [71, 25]. The estimate m̂ in these
applications come from a naive application of RF without accounting for the dependence.
Our empirical studies in Section 5 will demonstrate how residual kriging using RF-GLS
improves over use of RF in dependent settings.
The RF-GLS kriging also has several advantages over the spatial predictions of-
fered in the spatial RF of [37], which does not use GP but include pairwise distance
between a location and all other locations, as additional covariates. RF-GLS avoids
such un-necessary escalation of the problem to high-dimensional settings by addition of
O(n) covariates. At the same time. direct use of the GP and kriging framework helps
model the spatial structure parsimoniously via the covariance function parameters. Most
importantly, RF-GLS separates out the contribution of the covariates and the spatial
component, thereby allowing estimation of the regression function m. We will show in
Section 3 that this estimate is L2 consistent. Estimate of this regression function is not
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available from the spatial RF of [37] which only offers a joint prediction with respect to
the covariates and space.
2.5 Practical considerations
The development of the RF-GLS method has been presented using a working covariance
matrix Σ. In practice, the true correlation Σ0 will not be known and needs to be
estimated assuming a parametric form Σ based on the covariance function used. In
Section 3 we present the result that both RF and RF-GLS are consistent under dependent
errors (akin to both OLS and GLS being consistent for linear models). Hence, for data
analysis, we recommend running a first pass of RF on the data to get a preliminary
estimate of m, use it to obtain the residuals from which the parameters of Σ can be
estimated using a maximum likelihood approach. This once again parallels the practice
in linear models where the oracle GLS assuming knowledge of the true covariance matrix
is replaced by a feasible GLS where the covariance matrix is estimated based on residuals
from an initial OLS estimate.
The second consideration concerns computational scalability of the approach. Both
RF-GLS estimation and the kriging prediction requires computing the Cholesky factor
Σ−1/2. This is only a one-time cost, unlike the possible alternate approach discussed
in Section 2.3 where subsampling is conducted before prewhitening, which would lead
to computing a different Cholesky factor for each tree. Also, for time series models
like autoregressive processes (discussed in Section 4.1), Σ−1/2 is naturally sparse and
banded, so even for large n, computation for this step will be manageable. However,
spatial covariance and precision matrices arising from GP are dense and for large n,
evaluating Σ−1 still incurs the one time computational cost of O(n3) and storage cost
of O(n2) both of which are taxing on typical personal computing resources.
Over the last decade, the inventory of approximation techniques attacking the com-
putational weakness of GP has grown and become increasingly sophisticated (see [36]
for a review). In particular, Nearest Neighbor Gaussian Processes [15, 27, 16, 17] has
emerged as a leading candidate. Centered on the principle that a few nearby locations
are enough to capture the spatial dependence at a given location [69], NNGP replaces
the dense graph among spatial locations with a nearest neighbor graphical model. This
was shown to directly yield a sparse Cholesky factor Σ˜
−1/2
that offers an excellent ap-
proximation to the original dense Σ−1/2 [15]. Software packages implementing NNGP
are also publicly available [26, 60]. Hence, for very large data, we recommend using this
NNGP sparse Cholesky factor Σ˜
−1/2
instead of Σ−1/2. This will reduce both the com-
putation and storage cost from cubic to linear in sample size. We will show in Theorem
4, that using NNGP for RF-GLS ensures a consistent estiamte of m even when the true
data generation is from a full Mate´rn GP.
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3 Consistency
3.1 Assumptions
We make the following assumption on the true dependence structure of the data:
Assumption 1 (Absolutely regular mixing). The error process {i} is a stationary
absolutely-regular- (or β-) mixing process [8] with finite 2 + δth moment for some δ > 0.
We focus on absolutely regular or β-mixing processes, as on one hand these class of
stochastic processes are rich enough to accommodate many commonly used dependent
error structures like ARMA [49], GARCH [11], certain Markov processes [22], Gaussian
process with Mate´rn covariance family. On the other hand, uniform law of large numbers
from independent processes can be extended to this dependent process under moderate
restriction on the class of concerned functions. No additional assumption of the rate of
convergence of the β-mixing coefficients is required.
Assumption 2 (Regularity of the working precision matrix). The working precision
matrix Q = Σ−1 admits a regular and sparse lower-triangular Cholesky factor Σ−
1
2
such that
Σ−
1
2 =

Lq×q 0 0 · · · · · ·
ρ>1×(q+1) 0 · · · · · ·
0 ρ>1×(q+1) 0 · · ·
...
. . .
...
· · · 0 0 ρ>1×(q+1)
 ,
where ρ = (ρq, ρq−1, · · · , ρ0)> ∈ Rq+1 and L is a fixed lower-triangular q × q matrix for
some q ∈ N.
Under this Assumption, for any two vectors x and y, defining xi = yi = 0 for any
i ≤ 0, we have
x>Qy = α
∑
i
xiyi +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i
xi−jyi−j′ +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′xiyi′ , (9)
where α = ‖ρ‖22, A˜1, A˜2 ⊂ {1, 2, · · · , n} with |A˜1|, |A˜2| ≤ 2q, γ˜i,i′ ’s are fixed (indepen-
dent of n) functions of L and ρ. The expression of the quadratic form in (9) makes it
evident that λmax(Q) is bounded. As the third term is a sum of fixed (atmost 4q
2),
it is O(1) if x and y are bounded. Such sparse and regular Cholesky factors routinely
appear in time series analysis for AR(p) process. For spatial data, common families of
covariance functions do not generally satisfy this assumption. However, covariance func-
tions from Nearest Neighbor Gaussian Processes [15] satisfy this and is now one of the
leading choices of working correlation matrices for spatial data due to its scalability and
ability to provide an excellent approximation to the full GP likelihoods [17, 27, 59, 26]
We discuss these examples in Section 4.
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Assumption 3 (Diagonal dominance of the working precision matrix). Q is diagonally
dominant satisfying Qii −
∑
j 6=i |Qij | > ξ for all i, for some constant ξ > 0.
Diagonal dominance immediately implies λmin(Q) is bounded away from zero. We
will discuss in Section 4 how working correlation matrices from popular spatial processes
with regular design and time series satisfy this Assumption. Note that under Assumption
2, checking that the first q + 1 rows of Q are diagonally dominant is enough to verify
Assumption 3.
Assumption 4 (Tail behavior of the error distribution).
(a) ∃ζn such that
ζn →∞, ζn = o(n), tn(log n)ζ
8
n
n
→ 0, and
E
[
max
i
2i1
[
max
i
2i > ζn
]]
→ 0 as n→∞.
(b) ∃ constant Cpi > 0 and n5 ∈ N∗ such that with probability 1− pi, ∀n > n5,
max
i
|i| 6 Cpi
√
log n.
(c) Let In ⊆ {1, 2, · · · , n} with |In| = an and an →∞ as n→∞. Then 1an |
∑
i∈In i| >
δ with probability at most C exp(−can) and 1n |
∑
i 
2
i | > σ20 with probability at most
C exp(−cn) for any δ > 0, and some constants c, C, σ20 > 0.
Assumptions 4(a), (b) and (c) are all similar to those used for establishing consistency
of RF [63] and will be satisfied by sub-Gaussian errors.
Assumption 5 (Additive model). The true mean function m(x) is additive on the
coordinates xd of x, i.e., m(x) =
∑D
d=1md(xd), where each component md is continuous.
As demonstrated in [63], additive models provide a rich enough environment to ad-
dress the asymptotic properties of nonparametric methods like RF sans the additional
complexities in controlling asymptotic variation of m in leaf nodes. As RF are invariant
to monotone transformations of the covariates [28, 29], without loss of generality, the
covariates can be inverse distribution function transformed and are Unif[0, 1] distributed.
Hence the components functions) md are also supported on [0, 1] implying m is uniformly
bounded by some constant M0.
3.2 Main result
For the tth tree, the predicted value from our method at a new point x0 in covariate
space is denoted by mn(x0; Θt,Σ,Dn) where Dn = {(xi, yi) | i = 1, . . . , n} denote the
data, Θt indicates the randomness associated with each tree. In practice, Θt will include
both the re-sampling of data-points used in a each tree as well as the choice of candidate
directions for iterative splitting in the tree. For tractability, [63] considered sub-sampling
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instead of re-sampling for the theoretical study. In our theoretical study, for analytical
tractability of the GLS weights, we consider trees that use the entire set of samples
and the randomness Θt in each tree is only used to choose the candidate set of features
for each split. The randomness for each tree are i.i.d., i.e., Θt
i.i.d∼ Θ; Θ ⊥ Dn,∀t ∈
{1, · · · , ntree}. The finite RF-GLS estimate m̂n,ntree(x0; Θ1, · · · ,Θntree ,Σ,Dn) that will
be used in practice is given by the sample average of the individual tree estimates.
Conceptually, ntree can be arbitrarily large, hence following [63], we focus on “infinite”
RF-GLS estimate given by m¯n(x0; Σ,Dn) = EΘmn(x0; Θ,Σ,Dn) where the expectation
w.r.t Θ is conditional on Dn. For notational convenience, we hide the dependence on Σ
and Dn for mn, m̂n,ntree , m¯n for the rest of the article.
Theorem 1. Under Assumptions 1-5, RF-GLS is L2-consistent, i.e.,
lim
n→∞E
∫
(m¯n(X)−m(X))2 dX = 0,
if for some δ > 0, limn→∞ E 1n
∑
i |mn(Xi)|2+δ <∞.
The (2 + δ)th moment assumption in Theorem 1 is stated in this form as we may
cannot generally say E 1n
∑
i |mn(Xi)|2+δ = E|mn(X1)|2+δ as the errors are dependent.
The following corollaries discuss three specific cases where this assumption is satisfied.
Corollary 1. For dependent errors, under Assumptions 1-5, RF-GLS is L2 consistent
if either of the two conditions hold:
(a) Case 1: The errors are bounded.
(b) Case 2: The working precision matrix Q satisfies mini Qii >
√
2 maxi
∑
j 6=i |Qij |.
We separate the results on consistency of RF-GLS for bounded (compactly-supported)
and unbounded errors in Corollary 1, as they rely on different versions of the diagonal
dominance Assumption. Escalating the consistency results from the i.i.d. case to the de-
pendent case requires careful choice of a Glivenko-Cantelli class that allows use of ULLN
results for β−mixing processes [50]. We will reveal in the proofs, why the condition of
RF-GLS estimate having a bounded (2+δ)th moment for some δ > 0 is sufficient to con-
struct such a class. For bounded errors, this moment-bound can be established under the
usual diagonal dominance condition (Assumption 3). For unbounded errors, the stronger
form of diagonal dominance condition stated in Corollary 1 Part 2 is used to control the
(2 + δ)th moment of the data weights arising from the gram-matrix (Z>QZ)−1. We dis-
cuss examples and specific parameter choices ensuring this in Section 4. Also note that,
the assumption of diagonal dominance is not on the true correlation matrix of the error
process and hence is not a restriction on the data-generation mechanism, but rather on
the working correlation matrix which is chosen by the user. Hypothetically, one can
always use parameters in the working correlation matrix that satisfies this (although
enforcing this is not needed in practice).
RF is RF-GLS with Q = I, hence the Assumption of Corollary part (b) is trivially
satisfied. This is not surprising as for RF the data weights are specified by the entries of
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(Z>Z)−1 which are exactly inverses of the leaf-node volumes. Hence Corollary 1 trivially
proves the following:
Corollary 2. RF [10] is L2-consistent for dependent errors if Assumptions 1, 4 and 5
are satisfied.
To our knowledge, Corollary 2 is the first result on consistency of RF considering a
dependent error process. As RF is simply RF-GLS with the working correlation matrix
Σ = I, Assumptions 2 and 3 are automatically satisfied, and hence we only need the As-
sumptions of β-mixing process, tail bounds and additive model. The consistency result
is analogous to the ordinary least squares estimate being consistent even for correlated
errors. Besides its own importance, Corollary 2 is also useful for practical implemen-
tation of RF-GLS. The parameters in the working correlation matrix is unknown, and
as highlighted in Section 2.5, we use the RF to get a preliminary estimate of m, esti-
mate the spatial parameters using the residuals, and use these estimated parameters in
the working correlation matrix for RF-GLS. This is again, analogous to feasible GLS
which estimates the working correlation matrix using residuals based on OLS. Corollary
2 guarantees that the initial estimator used to get residuals is consistent, and provides
a heuristic justification of the practical implementation.
3.3 Proof outline
We present the outline of the proof here highlighting the key results and the new theo-
retical contributions.
3.3.1 Notation of splits
We introduce some additional notations of splits. The split associated with a specific
node (a subset of the feature space) indicates the direction and the cutoff associated
with its partition. A split is denoted by s = (d, cd), where d denotes the direction of
the split (the feature along which the aforementioned split is performed) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , D}
and cd is the cutoff value of the split. Recall from Section 2.2 that the complete set of
nodes in level k is C(k) = {C(k)1 , · · · , C(k)g(k)}. Let the split associated with the lth node
of kth level i.e. C(k)l be denoted by s(k)l . We observe that C(k+1) is determined by C(k)
and S(k) where S(k) = {s(k)1 , s(k)2 , · · · , s(k)g(k)} is the set of splits on the partitions in level
k to create the partitions at level k + 1. This in turn implies that C(k+1) is determined
by s˜k = {S(1),S(2), · · · ,S(k)}, as by definition, C(1) = [0, 1]D. We define the set of all
possible such s˜k to be S˜k.
For any fixed x ∈ [0, 1]D, for k > 1, Sk(x) to be the set of all possible splits
that built the node containing x in k + 1th level. Members of Sk(x) are denoted as
sk := sk(x) = (S(1),S(2), · · · ,S(k−1), s(k)(x)) = (s˜k−1, s
(k)
(x)), where s˜k−1 ∈ S˜k−1 and s
(k)
(x)
denotes the split associated with the node at level k, containing x.
The node at level k+ 1, containing x, built with sk is B(x, sk). The node containing
x in a tree built with random parameter Θ and data Dn is denoted by Bn(x,Θ). For a
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node B, the set of all possible splits of the node is denoted by SB,Θ, where Θ denotes the
randomness associated with the tree. The optimal splits obtained from empirical DART-
split criterion, that build the node containing x at level k + 1 of RF-GLS (built with
n points and randomness Θ) is denoted as sˆk,n(x,Θ). The distance between s
(1)
k , s
(2)
k ∈
Sk(x) is the L∞ norm of their difference; i.e. ‖s(1)k − s(2)k ‖∞. The distance between
sk ∈ Sk(x) and S´k ⊆ Sk(x) is dist(sk, S´k) = infs∈S´k ‖sk − s‖∞.
Next, for a fixed x ∈ [0, 1]D, and any k levels of split sk, we define vn,k,Q(x, sk) to
be the DART split criterion (6) to maximise in s(k) of sk, i.e. the final k
th level split of
B(x, sk−1). For all ε > 0, we define S˜εk−1 ⊂ S˜k−1, the set of all splits of the (k− 1) level
nodes, such that each node in C(k) contains a hypercube of edge length ε. Additionally,
we define S¯εk(x) = {sk := sk(x) : s˜k−1 ∈ S˜εk−1}.
3.3.2 Asymptotic limits of DART estimates and split criterion
As demonstrated in [63]; controlling the variation of the regression function m in leaf
nodes as n increases plays a pivotal role in controlling the approximation error of estimat-
ing m using random trees or forest of [10] which does not satisfy the honesty assumption,
i.e. double-dips in the data for both finding the optimal split and the node representa-
tive. A key step to this was to establish an asymptotic limit of the empirical CART-split
criterion – the theoretical CART-split criterion for a fixed (data-independent) split. For
RF, the node estimates are given by sample means of the node members making the
CART-split criterion simply the difference of the intra-node variance of the parent node,
and the pooled variance of the potential child nodes. Sample variances for i.i.d errors
converge to true variances asymptotically, hence the theoretical CART-split criterion for
RF is immediately available as the population difference in variance between the parent
and the child nodes.
For RF-GLS, due to use of the working precision matrix Q, the set of leaf-node rep-
resentatives is the GLS estimate (7). It does not coincide with the sample mean of node
members and is in fact linear combination of the data belonging to all of the leaf nodes.
In turn, the empirical DART-split criterion for each of the nodes involves contribution
of the data in all the leaves nodes. This also implies the DART-split criterion in a node
for a particular split may depend on all the previous splits. Moreover, the DART-split
criterion (6) is a quadratic loss function of this GLS estimate instead of a squared error
loss. Hence, our criterion is not a simple variance difference between parent and child
node samples, and it is not immediately clear what its asymptotic limit is.
The following two results show that remarkably the limits of the leaf-node GLS
estimates and the DART-split criterion for RF-GLS for prefixed-partitions converge to
the same respective limits of RF.
Lemma 1 (Consistency of GLS estimate for fixed partition regression-tree). Under
Assumptions 1 and 2, the GLS estimate (7) for a regression-tree based on a fixed (data-
independent) partition has the following limit as n→∞.
βˆl
a.s.→ E(Y |X ∈ Cl) as n→∞
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Lemma 2 (Theoretical DART-split criterion). Under Assumptions 1 and 2, for C(k)
built with a fixed (data-independent) set of splits, as n→∞ the empirical DART-split
criterion (6) converges almost surely to the following:
v∗Q(C
(k), l1, (d, cd)) = αV ol(B)
[
V(Y |X ∈ B)− P(X ∈ BR|X ∈ B)V(Y |X ∈ BR)
−P(X ∈ BL|X ∈ B)V(Y |X ∈ BL)
] (10)
where, B = C(k)l1 ; BL = C
(k+1)
l
(1)
1
; BR = C(k+1)
l
(2)
1
.
Lemma 1 is an important and to our knowledge, new, result on its own, showing that
the GLS estimate for a fixed-partition regression-tree, is a consistent estimator of the
node-specific conditional means. We use this result in Lemma 2 to show the limit of the
theoretical DART-split criterion is same (upto a constant multiplier) of the theoretical
CART-split criterion. The constant multiplier α = ‖ρ‖22 from Assumption 2 is 1 for
Q = I, once again demonstrating why RF-GLS with an identity working correlation
matrix coincides with RF. This result is intriguing as although the empirical DART
split criterion depends on the entire set of splits C(k) and data from all the nodes, its
asymptotic limit is simply the variance difference between the parent node and the child
nodes and does not depend on the other nodes. Hence, for convenience, we also denote
v∗Q(C
(k), l1, (d, cd)) as v
∗
Q(C(k)l1 , (d, cd)) = v∗Q(B, (d, cd)).
3.3.3 Equicontinuity of the split criterion
The second piece to controlling the approximation error is to establish stochastic equicon-
tinuity of the empirical split-criterion, such that if two set of qualifying splits are close,
their corresponding empirical split-criterion values are close, irrespective of the location
of the splits. This, supplemented with the existence of the asymptotic theoretical split
criterion is enough to control the variation of m in the leaf nodes of a random tree.
Equicontinuity of the split criterion was the center-piece of the theory in [63], requir-
ing involved but elegant arguments on the geometry of splits. The proof benefited from
the node representatives in RF being the simple node means, thereby allowing to only
consider the split history of the concerned node and work with scalar quantities. Such
arguments do not immediately generalize to the DART-split criterion where the history
of all splits till the concerned level needs to be considered due to dependence. The con-
tribution weights of the data in all the other nodes which determines the representative
for each node, becomes analytically intractable due to matrix inversions. Instead, we use
perturbation bounds on orthogonal projections [12] to prove the equicontinuity result.
Lemma 3. (Equicontinuity of empirical DART-split criterion) Under Assump-
tions 2, 3, and 4, for fixed x, k ∈ N and ε > 0, vn,k,Q(x, sk(x)) is stochastically equicon-
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tinuous with respect to sk on S¯
ε
k(x), i.e. ∀φ, pi > 0, ∃ δ > 0, i.e.,
lim
n→∞P
 sup‖s(1)k −s(2)k ‖∞6δ
s
(1)
k
,s
(2)
k
∈S¯ε
k
(x)
|vn,k,Q(x, s(1)k )− vn,k,Q(x, s(2)k )| > φ
 6 pi.
3.3.4 Consistency of data-driven-partitioning-based GLS estimates under
dependent errors
The tree-specific estimates in RF are least squares estimates based on data-driven parti-
tions. The theoretical framework to study consistency of such estimators was developed
in [51] and extended in [33] (Chapter 13). The central component is to show that such
an estimate mn is the optimal one in a class of functions Fn with respect to the least
squares loss. The class Fn needs to be chosen carefully such that it is narrow enough to
control for the estimation error (i.e., able to adjust for the noise in the data) while being
broad enough to provide an arbitrarily close approximation to the true function m, i.e.,
comtrol the approximation error. The theoretical study of RF in [63] benefited from this
well-established framework. The stochastic equicontinuity of the empirical CART-split
criterion, along with the existence of a well-behaved theoretical CART-split criterion
was used to control the variation of the function m in each of the leaf nodes, i.e., the
data-driven partitions. This, in turn, controlled the approximation error. For i.i.d. data,
the estimation error was controlled using Uniform Laws of Large Numbers (ULLN) on
the class Fn directly available from [33] based on bounds on the covering and packing
numbers.
RF-GLS generalizes RF by accommodating dependent errors, and using a generalized
least-squares loss instead of being a least squares one. We extend the result of [33] to
account for both generalizations. We first state and discuss the conditions needed for
this result.
Let Dn =
{
(X1, Y1), · · · , (Xn, Yn)
}
be the data where Yi = m(Xi) + i. With ran-
domness parameter Θ, let Fn = Fn(Dn,Θ) be a class of functions. Let X˙(q+1) =
(X˙q+1, X˙q, · · · , X˙1), ˙(q+1) = (˙q+1, ˙q, · · · , ˙1), G˙ = (X˙(q+1), ˙(q+1)) ∼ Gi, where Gi =
(Xq+1, Xq, · · · , X1, q+1, q, · · · , 1) and G˙ is independent of Dn. Let Y˙i = m(X˙i) + ˙i.
(I) mn ∈ Fn; 1n(mn(X)−Y)>Q(mn(X)−Y) = minf∈Fn 1n(f(X)−Y)>Q(f(X)−Y);
where, (f(X)−Y) = (f(X1)− Y1, f(X2)− Y2, · · · , f(Xn)− Yn)> ; ∀f ∈ Fn
Condition (I) simply states that mn is the GLS estimate with respect to the working
precision matrix Q in the class Fn . This is analogous to the OLS assumption used in
[33].
(II) ∃ {ζn} such that limn→∞ ζn =∞ and ζ2n/n→ 0, such that with M ∈ R, TM being
the truncation operator, i.e. TM (u) = uI(|u| < M), we have
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(a) limn→∞ EΘ
[
inff∈TζnFn EX |f(X)−m(X)|2
]
= 0
(b) limn→∞ Emaxi [mn(Xi)− Tζnmn(Xi)]2 = 0
Condition (II) specifies the truncation threshold ζn such that even the truncated
class TζnFn controls the approximation error (Condition (IIa)). This condition is once
again same as the one for i.i.d. data in [33]. Condition (IIb) puts an additional restriction
on the truncation such that the truncation error uniformly goes to zero over the data
points. This is needed to account for the fact that the non-zero entries of the first q rows
of the Cholesky factor of Q are different than ρ>.
(III) For all arbitrary L > 0
(a)
lim
n→∞E
[
sup
f∈TζnFn
| 1
n
∑
i
|f(Xi)− Y ∗i,L|2 − EG˙|f(X˙1)− Y˙1,L|2|
]
= 0
where ∗i
id∼ i; ∗i ⊥ ∗i′ ∀i′ 6= i; ∗i ⊥ G˙; ∀i; Y ∗i = m(Xi) + ∗i ;Y ∗i,L = TLY ∗i .
(b)
lim
n→∞E
[
sup
f∈TζnFn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(f(X˜i)− Y˜i,L)(f(X¨i−j)− Y¨i−j,L)
− EG˙(f(X˙i)− Y˙i,L)(f(X˙i−j)− Y˙i−j,L)
∣∣∣] = 0
for all 1 6 j 6 q,
(X˜i, X¨i−j)
id∼ (Xi, Xi−j); (X˜i, X¨i−j) ⊥ {(X˜i′ , X¨i′−j), G˙} ∀j 6= i;
(˜i, ¨i−j)
id∼ (i, i−j); (˜i, ¨i−j) ⊥ {(˜i′ , ¨i′−j), G˙} ∀i′ 6= i;
Y˜i = m(X˜i) + ˜i; Y˜i,L = TLY˜i; Y¨i = m(X¨i) + ¨i; Y¨i,L = TLY¨i; ∀i.
Condition (III) offers two ULLN to control the estimation error of the class Fn. Note
that both (IIIa) and (IIIb) are ULLN for i.i.d. error processes {∗i } and {(˜i, ¨i−j)}.
This is a common trick to establish ULLN for dependent processes — to first establish
one for an i.i.d. process which benefits from techniques of symmetrization using a ghost
sample ([33], Theorem 9.1), and subsequently use the dependence structure (often spec-
ified via mixing conditions) of the process to extend the result to dependent settings
[50, 54, 19]. Condition (IIIa) is the ULLN used by [33] for consistency of data-driven
partitioning based least squares estimates under i.i.d. errors. For GLS estimates using
quadratic form loss, we will get both square and cross-product terms. Hence, (IIIa) is
still needed to bound the square terms. (IIIb) is a new condition added to control the
cross-product terms. To our knowledge, use of the ULLN in (IIIb) in novel and shows
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that although the entire vector (1, . . . , n)
> are correlated, it is enough to have ULLN
for bivariate i.i.d. copies {(˜i, ¨i−j)} identically distributed as the pairwise correlated
errors (i, i−j) at lag j. We will show in Lemma 7, how this ULLN for the cross-product
terms can be established using bivariate ghost samples that has the same concentra-
tion rate as that for the squared-error terms. Since the working precision matrix Q is
banded, we only have finitely many non-zero lags j, and hence combining (IIIa) and
(IIIb) essentially gives us an ULLN for the entire quadratic form.
To generalize Conditions (IIIa) and (IIIb) to dependent settings, it has been shown
that the dependence structure determines the assumptions required on the class Fn
[19]. If we look at the “hierarchy” of dependence structures, strong-mixing or α-mixing
[8], is one of the broadest family of dependent processes accommodating dependent
structures “furthest” from independence. However, existing ULLN results for α-mixing
processes require the class of functions in Fn to be Lipschitz continuous [19]. Due to
the inherent discrete nature of partitioning-based estimates, this will not be satisfied
here. Hence we focus on absolutely regular or β-mixing process. This class of mixing
processes are rich enough to include a number of commonly used error structures as
discussed in the examples of Section 4. ULLN for Glivenko-Cantelli classes under β-
mixing was established in [50]. Similar results have been established for a class of φ˜-
mixing processes in [54]. Both results, do not need any convergence rate on the mixing
coefficients, but require the class Fn to have an envelop F (free of n). For data-driven
partitioning based estimates like RF or RF-GLS such uniform envelopes are not available
(as the truncation threshold ζn →∞). Instead we propose a slightly modified ULLN for
dependent processes that uses a moment-bound for an envelop that depends on n.
Lemma 4. (An ULLN for dependent data) Let {Ui}ni=1 be an Rd-valued stationary
β-mixing process. Let {U∗i }ni=1 be such that U∗i is identically distributed as Ui, ∀ i =
1, 2, · · · , n and U∗i ⊥ U∗j ; ∀i 6= j. Let Gn({Ui}ni=1) be a class of functions Rd → R with
envelop Gn ≥ supg∈Gn |g|, such that Gn is “uniformly mean integrable”, i.e.
lim
C→∞
lim
n→∞E
1
n
∑
i
|Gn(Ui)|I[|Gn(Ui)| > C] = 0 (11)
And if,
sup
g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(g(U∗i )− Eg(U∗i ))
∣∣∣ L1→ 0
then,
sup
g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(g(Ui)− Eg(Ui))
∣∣∣ L1→ 0
Lemma 4 ensures that ULLN for i.i.d. errors is enough to generalize to β-mixing error
processes as long as the function classes are contained within a sequence of “uniform
mean integrable” envelops in the sense of (11). Next, we present a sufficient condition
for this to hold.
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(IV ) ∃ an envelop Fn > supf∈Fn |f |, such that for some δ > 0,
lim
n→∞E
1
n
∑
i
|Fn|2+δ(Xi) <∞
.
Condition (IV ) on uniformly bounded (2 + δ)th moment for the class will be suffi-
cient to ensure the moment-bound of (11). Equipped with this tailor-made ULLN that
circumvents the requirement of a single envelop without imposing restrictions on rates
of the mixing-coefficients, we now state a general Theorem on GLS estimates.
Theorem 2. Let {i} be a stationary β-mixing process and the matrix Q satisfies
Assumptions 2 and 3, then for a data dependent function mn(.,Θ) : RD → R satisfying
the conditions (I)-(IV ), we have:
lim
n→∞E
[
EX(mn(X,Θ)−m(X))2)
]
= 0;
lim
n→∞EX(m¯n(X)−m(X))
2 = 0.
where m¯n(X) = EΘmn(X,Θ).
Theorem 2 is a result of independent importance as it is a general statement on L2
consistency of data-driven-partitioning-based GLS estimates under β-mixing dependent
errors. Besides random forests, it can be used to study properties of histograms, kernel-
density estimates, local polynomials, etc., under β-mixing error processes. The second
part of the theorem states that the consistency also holds for an ensemble estimator m¯n
that averages many such estimates mn each specified with random parameters Θ.
Equipped with Theorem 2, we can now prove Theorem 1 by showing that RF-GLS
meets all the conditions of Theorem 2. One key novelty is choosing the function class
Fn. [63] used F˜n the class of all possible piecewise constant functions specified by the
partitions obtained from Dn and Θ. Clearly such a class fails to have any finite envelop,
and hence Condition (IV ), needed to import the proof to dependent settings, is not
met. We carefully carve out a subclass Fn ⊆ F˜n which is still wide enough to satisfy the
approximation error condition (IIa), while satisfying the additional restriction imposed
by condition (IV ).
We show that for our choice of Fn all the conditions are satisfied. Condition (I) is
immediate from the definition of RF-GLS which optimizes the quadratic form over the
larger class F˜n. The approximation error result of condition (IIa) uses the previously
established results on existence of a theoretical DART-criterion (Lemma 2) and the
equicontinuity of the empirical DART-split criterion (Lemma 3). Condition (IIb) follows
from the tail-bounds in Assumption 4(a) for a suitable choice of ζn. The ULLN (IIIa)
for square terms holds immediately as it is shown to hold for the larger class F˜n in [63].
Establishing the ULLN (IIIb) is a new contribution using a bound for random L1-norm
covering numbers for cross-product function classes. Finally, condition (IV ) is proved
by showing that for our choice of Fn this is equivalent to establishing a bound for the
(2 + δ)th moment of the RF-GLS estimate. The detailed proof is provided in Section 7
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4 Examples
In this Section, we give examples of two popular time series and spatial error processes
under which a consistent estimate of m can be obtained using RF-GLS.
4.1 Autoregressive time series
Autoregressive (AR) processes are one of the mainstays of time series studies. An au-
toregressive process of order q (AR(q)) can be written as:
i = a1i−1 + a2i−2 + . . .+ aqi−q + ηi (12)
where ηi is a realization of a white-noise process at time i. AR processes have been
shown to be β-mixing [49], they also produce a banded Cholesky factor of the precision
matrix as required in Assumption 2. Hence, we have the following assertion.
Theorem 3. Consider a time series yi = m(Xi) + i where i is the time, m is an addi-
tive model as specified in Assumption 5, i denote a sub-Gaussian stable autoregressive
process of order q0. Let Σ denote an autoregressive (of order q possibly 6= q0) working
correlation matrix. Then RF-GLS using Σ produces an L2 consistent estimate of m if
1. q = 1 and the working auto-correlation parameter ρ used in Σ satisfies |ρ| < 1 (for
bounded errors) or |ρ| < 1/(2√2) (for unbounded errors).
2. q > 1 when the AR(q) working precision matrix Q = Σ−1 satisfies Assumption 3
(for bounded error) or mini Qii >
√
2 maxi
∑
j 6=i |Qij | (for unbounded error).
We separate the results for q = 1 and q ≥ 2 since, unlike AR(1), for general AR(q)
it is not easy to derive closed form expressions of the constraints on the parameter
space needed to satisfy Assumption 3 or the stronger diagonal dominance condition in
Theorem 3 part 2 (for unbounded errors). However, verifying these conditions for a given
working precision matrix Q is straightforward. As Q only has q + 1 unique rows, one
only needs q+ 1 checks irrespective of the sample size n. Note the for AR(q) covariance
matrices Σ−1/2 is banded and satisfies the structure specified in Assumption 2. Hence, for
Q = Σ−1 the rows (q+1) to (n−q) are given by Qii = ‖ρ‖2, Qij =
∑q
j′=|i−j| ρj′ρj′−|i−j|.
So a necessary condition for Q to satisfy these diagonal dominance type conditions is
‖ρ‖2 > 2κ
q∑
j=1
|
q∑
j′=j
ρj′ρj′−j | (13)
where κ equals 1 for bounded errors and equals
√
2 for unbounded errors. Additional
checks are only needed for the first q rows of Q for these conditions to hold.
In practical implementation of AR processes, the order of the autoregression is often
chosen based on analysis of the auto-correlation function of the residuals and may not
equal the true order of the autoregression. Theorem 3 accommodates this scenario by
not restricting the working autoregressive covariance to be of the same order or have the
same coefficients as the ones generating the data.
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4.2 Spatial Mate´rn Gaussian processes
Our next example focuses on spatial data modeled using Gaussian Processes as described
in Section 2.4. While many candidate exist for the covariance function of GP, the class
of Mate´rn covariances enjoy hegemonic popularity in the spatial literature owing to its
remarkable property of characterizing the smoothness of the spatial surface (`) [66].
The stationary (isotropic) Mate´rn covariance function is specified by
C(`i, `j |φ) = C(‖`i − `j‖2) = σ2
21−ν
(√
2φ‖`i − `j‖2
)ν
Γ(ν)
Kν
(√
2φ‖`i − `j‖2
)
, (14)
where φ = (σ2, φ, ν)> and Kν is the modified Bessel function of second kind.
We consider a Mate´rn process sampled on one-dimensional regular lattice. This
regular design is consider both for tractability of the Mate´rn GP likelihood but also for
ensuring stationarity of the process in the sense required in Theorem 1 as for irregular
spaced data Cov(1, 2) 6= Cov(2, 3) whenever ‖`1−`2‖2 6= ‖`2−`3‖2. Such assumptions
on the dimensionality and/or regularity of design has been widely used for theoretical
studies of spatial processes [23, 67]. By keeping the gap in the lattice fixed, we are also
essentially restricting to the increasing domain asymptotics, as parameters are generally
not identifiable in fixed domain asymptotics for Mate´rn GPs [74].
We first consider ν = 1/2, i.e., the exponential covariance function C(`i, `j |σ2, φ) =
σ2 exp(−φ‖`i− `j‖2). Note that the exponential GP sampled on a integer lattice can be
simply viewed as an AR(1) process with autocorrelation parameter ρ = exp(−φ), as both
yield identical auto-covariance function on the lattice. Hence, the following Corollary is
immediate from Theorem 3.
Corollary 3. Consider a spatial process y(`i) = m(Xi) + (`i) where m is an additive
model as specified in Assumption 5, (`i) denote an exponential GP with parameters
σ20, φ0 and sampled on the integer lattice. Let Σ denote a an exponential covariance
matrix with parameters σ2 and φ ≥ 1.5 log 2. Then RF-GLS using Σ produces an L2
consistent estimate of m.
We now consider a general Mate´rn process with half-integer ν ∈ 1.5, 2.5, . . .. This
class of processes are popularly studied and used owing to their convenient state-space
representation [35] which in turn leads to efficient computation of these Mate´rn GP like-
lihoods. The state-space representation of half-integer Mate´rn GP is equivalent to that
of a stable AR(q0) process q0 = ν+1/2 on the continuous one-dimensional domain. This
will be key to our theoretical study. However, unlike an AR(q0) time series, the Mate´rn
GP when sampled on the integer lattice is no longer an AR(q0) process. Consequently,
covariance matrices Σ generated from Mate´rn GP (expect for exponential GP), do not
satisfy the sparsity and regularity of the working correlation matrix of Assumption 2.
Instead, we consider the working correlation Σ to come from a Nearest Neighbor
Gaussian Process (NNGP) [15] based on the Mate´rn covariance. As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5, NNGP covariance matrices are one of the most successful surrogates for full
GP covariances for large spatial data, reducing likelihood computations from O(n3) to
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O(n). What is important for the theoretical study is that an NNGP is constructed
by sequentially specifying the conditional distributions as i | 1:i−1 ∼ i | Nq(i) where
Nq(i) ⊂ {1, . . . , i − 1} is the set of q-nearest neighbors of `i among `1, . . . , `i−1. When
the locations are the integer grid, Nq(i) becomes {i− 1, . . . , i− q}, and the NNGP con-
struction is akin to an AR(q) process (12). Consequently, the Cholesky factor Σ−1/2 from
NNGP on an integer lattice satisfies Assumption 2 with ρ = (1,−C−1c)>/
√
1− c>C−1c
and L such that L>L = C−1 where C = Cov(1:q−1), c = Cov(1:q, q+1) [27]. This en-
sures the following consistency result of RF-GLS fitted with NNGP for data generated
using Mate´rn GP.
Theorem 4. Consider a spatial process y(`i) = m(Xi) + (`i) where m is an additive
model as specified in Assumption 5, (`i) denote a Mate´rn GP, sampled on the integer
lattice, with parameters φ0 = (σ
2
0, φ0, ν0)
>, ν0 being a half-integer. Let Σ denote a
covariance matrix from a Nearest Neighbor Gaussian Process (NNGP) derived from a
Mate´rn covariance with parameter φ = (σ2, φ, ν)>. Then there exists some K > 0 such
if φ > K, then RF-GLS using Σ yields an L2 consistent estimate of m.
One observation is central to the proof. The half-integer Mate´rn GP, which is an
AR(q0) process in the continuous domain, when sampled on a discrete lattice becomes
an ARMA process ([41] Theorem 2.7.1). This will establish absolutely regular mixing of
these Mate´rn processes using the result of [49] on ARMA processes. The detailed proof
is provided in Section 7.
5 Illustrations
We conduct simulation experiments to demonstrate the advantages of the RFGLS over
RF in finite samples. Throughout the experiments, we used number of trees ntree = 100;
minimum cardinality of leaf nodes tc = 5, number of training data ntraining = 200;
number of evaluation data ntest = 1000, number of features to be considered at each
split Mtry = min{1,
[
D
3
]}. The covariates are simulated independently from [0, 1]D.
As far as the correlated error is concerned, we simulate it as exponential GP on a
two-dimensional spatial domain [0, 1]2, with the following choice of parameters: σ2 =
{1, 5, 10}; τ2 = {1%σ2, 10%σ2, 25%σ2}, φ = {3/(0.25√2), 3/(0.5√2), 3/(0.75√2)}. We
consider the following two choices for the true mean function m:
1. m1(x) = 10 sin(pix)
2. m2(x) = (10 sin(pix1x2) + 20(x3 − 0.5)2 + 10x4 + 5x5)/6
For the first set of simulations, we consider two variations of RF-GLS to compare
with the performance of RF:
1. One where the true covariance structure and the associated parameters are known.
We call this RF-GLS (Oracle).
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(a) m = m1 (b) m = m2
Figure 1: Comparison between RF and RF-GLS for estimation for the functions (a) m1
and (b) m2.
2. One where we obtain an initial estimate of the covariance parameters from the
RF residuals, and use them for estimation. We call this RF-GLS. The spatial
parameters are estiamted using using the BRISC package [60].
We perform the simulations for 100 times, for each of the parameter triplet (σ2, φ, τ2).
The methods are evaluated based on the Mean Integrated Square Errors (MISE) over
the 1000 data points. For m = m1, we generate the covariates of the test data as equally
spaced points on [0, 1]. For m = m2, we randomly generate 1000 points with latin
hypercube sampling in [0, 1]5. The median of MISE over 100 simulations for all the 27
setups are shown in Fig. 1, where we observe that both versions of RF-GLS outperform
RF significantly.
Next we focus on prediction of the response variable at new location, which is often
the primary goal in spatial analysis. First we simulate a total of 250 locations. Here for
prediction purposes, we divide the spatial locations i.e. [0, 1]2 into 10× 10 equal square
boxes with 0.1 unit sides. We randomly choose one box from each row and column (i.e.
total 10% of the boxes) and keep the data with spatial locations within those boxes as
test/holdout data. Next, we perform estimation of m(x) on the training data for RF-
GLS. In order to predict the spatial component at the holdout data, we perform kriging
with the covariance parameters estimated from RF and RF-GLS residuals using BRISC
[59]. We obtain the MSE corresponding to RF-GLS and RF for each of the parameter
triplet (σ2, φ, τ2). The median of MSE over 100 simulations for all the 27 setups are
shown in Fig. 2, where we observe that RF-GLS outperforms RF across all the settings.
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(a) m = m1 (b) m = m2
Figure 2: Comparison between RF and RF-GLS for spatial prediction when the mean
function is (a) m1 and (b) m2.
6 Discussion
We developed a novel extension of random regression trees and forest for dependent data
(like time series or spatial settings) using the fundamental principle that generalizes OLS
to GLS for dependent settings. We show how adapting the concept of GLS in random
forests synergistically mitigates all the issues encountered in naive application of RF
to dependent settings. While simple in principle, RF-GLS algorithm differs inherently
from RF, by becoming a global optimization problem to account for dependence across
all data points. We show RF is a special case of RF-GLS with an identity working
correlation matrix. RF-GLS with GP covariance seamlessly performs traditional spatial
tasks like kriging prediction and recovery of latent random effects.
We present a thorough theoretical study establishing consistency of RF-GLS under
β-mixing dependence. In the process, we also establish consistency of RF for dependent
settings, which to our knowledge, is also the first such result. We show how common time
series and spatial processes like autoregressive processes and Mate´rn Gaussian Processes
satisfy the assumptions of the theory guaranteeing consistent function estimation using
RF-GLS. The theory also justifies the practical recommendations like use of RF as a
first pass to estimate the covariance parameters, or use of an NNGP covariance matrix
for computational scalability.
The theory requires several new tools as highlighted in Section 3.3. We present a
general result (Theorem 2) on L2 consistency of data-driven partitioning-based GLS es-
timates under β-mixing dependence (that extends the analogous result in [33] Theorem
10.2 for i.i.d. settings). This can be useful for other types of functions like local poly-
nomials under dependent settings. In the process, we propose a new ULLN (Lemma 4)
for β-mixing processes that only requires a (2 + δ)th moment bound for the sequence of
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envelops instead of an uniform envelop needed in the existing results [50], that would
not be satisfied by RF-GLS. To apply this result to RF-GLS, a key piece is to carefully
construct a novel Glivenko-Cantelli class that is wide enough to control the approxima-
tion error while being narrow enough for the ULLN results controlling the estimation
error to hold.
Throughout the theory, the present of the inverse covariance matrix representing the
data weights in the split-criterion and node representatives make the theory much less
tractable than that of RF. We show that the GLS estimate for a fixed-partition regression
tree gives consistent estimators of the population node means (Lemma 1). This result
is of independent importance as it establishes consistency of GLS for histograms or
piecewise constant functions. We also show, the DART split-criterion used in RF-GLS
despite being global in nature asymptotically converges to the local variance difference
between parent and child nodes (2). We also need to leverage new techniques like
perturbation bounds of projection operators for establishing equicontinuity of the split-
criterion (Lemma 3), and bounds for the random Lp norm covering number of cross-
product function classes (Lemma 7).
For future work, extension to multivariate outcomes is an important direction. The
spatial community is increasing shifting towards multivariate analysis, as GIS systems
are empowered to collect data on many variables. Multivariate extension of RF-GLS can
leverage the rich literature of multivariate cross-covariance functions for GP (see [31] for
a review). Similarly, for time series one can consider Vector autoregression (VAR) pro-
cesses. It is easy to envision a multivariate RF-GLS fusing these multivariate spatial or
time series covariance structures into the already existing framework of multivariate RF
[56]. When working with a very large number of variables p, a potential computational
roadblock for RF-GLS will be evaluation of the np × np Cholesky factor. VAR models
enforce parsimony via graphical models [18]. Similar strategies need to be adopted for
multivariate spatial processes using sparse inter-variable graphical models.
7 Proofs of main results
Proof of Lemma 1. For any k, the participating leaf nodes in the concerned partition be
denoted as C1, C2, · · · , Cg(k)+1. Using Assumption 2, and letting α = ‖ρ‖2, we have from
(9)
1
n
(
Z>QZ
)
l,l′
=
1
n
Z>.,lQZ.,l′ =
1
n
α∑
i
Zi,lZi,l′ +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i
Zi−j,lZi−j′,l′ +Ob(1)

(15)
Here the last term is Ob(1) as Zi,l’s are identically distributed for i = 1, . . . , n and that
term is a sum of O(q2) terms of the form Zi,lZi′,l′ .
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
i
Zi,lZi,l′
a.s.
= E
(
Z1,lZ1,l′
)
= P(X ∈ Cl)I(l = l′) = V ol(Cl)I(l = l′).
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The last equality follows from the fact that X is uniformly distributed over [0, 1]D(⊇ Cl).
Next note that the interaction terms ti = Zi−j,lZi−j′,l are identically distributed but
are not independent. However, as 0 ≤ j, j′ ≤ q, ti is independent of ti′ for i − i′ >
q. Hence, {ti} is an m-dependent process, with maximum lag q [38]. Following the
hierarchy of mixing conditions ([8], p. 112) m-dependence ⇒ ψ-mixing ⇒ ψ∗-mixing
⇒ information-regularity ⇒ absolute-regularity. Hence, {ti} is a stationary β-mixing
process and using Theorem 1 in [50], with the class F equal to the identity function,
and that |Zi−j,lZi−j′,l′ | 6 1, we have the following for j 6= j′:
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
i
Zi−j,lZi−j′,l′
a.s.
= E(Zi−j,lZi−j′,l′)
ind.
= E(Zi−j,l)E(Zi−j′,l′) = V ol(Cl)V ol(C′l)
Applying these limits in (15), we have:
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
Z>QZ
)
l,l′
a.s.
= αV ol(Cl)I(l = l′) +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′V ol(Cl)V ol(Cl′) (16)
As 1nZ
>QZ is finite dimensional (i.e. (g(k) + 1)× (g(k) + 1), does not depend on n),
we also have:
lim
n→∞
1
n
Z>QZ a.s.= α× diag(c) +
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
 cc>
where, c = (c1, c2, · · · , cg(k)+1); cl = V ol(Cl) with 1>c = 1.
Hence, using a version of Sherman–Morrison–Woodbury identity in [64], we have
with c−1 := (V ol(C1)−1, V ol(C2)−1, · · · , V ol(Cg(k)+1)−1),(
lim
n→∞
1
n
Z>QZ
)−1
= α−1diag(c−1)−
α−2diag(c−1)
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
cc>diag(c−1)
1 + α−1
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
c>diag(c−1)c
= α−1diag(c−1)−
α−1
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
11>
α+
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
1>c
= α−1
diag(c−1)−
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
11>

Next we focus on 1nZ
>Qy. Proceeding similarly, we have
1
n(Z
>Qy)l = 1n
[
α
∑
i Zi,lYi +
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
∑
i Zi−j,lYi−j′ +Ob(1)
]
= α
∑
i Zi,l(m(Xi)+i)
n +
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
∑
i Zi−j,l(m(Xi−j′ )+i−j′ )
n +Ob(1)
= α
∑
i Zi,lm(Xi)
n +
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
∑
i Zi−j,lm(Xi−j′ )
n
+α
∑
i Zi,li
n +
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
∑
i Zi−j,li−j′
n +Ob(1)
(17)
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As Assumption 1 holds, a direct implication of Lemma A.1, with Bi = Zi,l, is that
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
i
Zi,li
a.s.
= 0 and lim
n→∞
∑
i Zi−j,li−j′
n
a.s.
= 0
As Zi,lm(Xi)’s are i.i.d copies of each other, using strong law of large numbers, we
have
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
i
Zi,lm(Xi)
a.s.
= E (Z1,lm(X1))
= E (Z1,lm(X1)) + E (Z1,l1) ; [X ⊥ ,E (Z1,l1) = E (Z1,l)E (1) = 0]
= E (Z1,l(m(X1) + 1)))
= E (Z1,lY1)
= E (Y |X ∈ Cl)V ol(Cl)
Similarly, for j 6= j′, using m-dependence as shown before, we have,
lim
n→∞
1
n
∑
i
Zi−j,lm(Xi−j′)
a.s.
= E (Y )V ol(Cl)
Applying all the limits to (17), we have
rˆl := lim
n→∞
1
n
(Z>Qy)l
a.s.
= αE(Y |X ∈ Cl)V ol(Cl) + V ol(Cl)E(Y )
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
= αE(Y 1[X ∈ Cl]) + V ol(Cl)E(Y )
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
Finally, defining rˆ :=
(
rˆ1, · · · , rˆg(k)+1
)
, as 1nZ
>QZ is fixed dimensional, we have
lim
n→∞ βˆ = limn→∞
(
1
n
Z>QZ
)−1
lim
n→∞
1
n
(
Z>Qy
)
= α−1
diag(c−1)−
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
11>
 rˆ
= α−1
diag(c−1)rˆ−
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
11>rˆ

= α−1
oˆ−
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)
α+
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
)1
αE(Y ) + E(Y ) q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′

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where oˆ :=
(
oˆ1, oˆ2, · · · , oˆg(k)+1
)
; oˆl = rˆl/cl = αE(Y |X ∈ Cl) + E(Y )
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′ .
Hence,
lim
n→∞ βˆl
a.s.
= α−1oˆl − E(Y )
(
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′)(α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′)
α(α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′)
= E(Y |X ∈ Cl) + E(Y )
(∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
α
−
∑q
j 6=j′=0 ρjρj′
α
)
= E(Y |X ∈ Cl)
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let Cl = C(k)l for l < g(k); Cg(k) = C(k+1)g(k) , Cg(k)+1 = C
(k+1)
g(k)+1
be defined
with k = k + 1, in (5). As
(
y − Zβˆ(Z)
)>
Q
(
y − Zβˆ(Z)
)
= y>Qy − y>QZβˆ(Z), we
have
vn,Q(C
(k), l1, (d, cd)) =
1
n
(
y>QZβˆ(Z)− y>QZ(0)βˆ(Z(0))
)
where Z
(0)
i,l = 1 [xi ∈ Cl] ; l = 1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1. and Z(0)i,g(k) = 1
[
xi ∈ Cg(k) ∪ Cg(k)+1}
]
.
We use B = BL ∪ BR; BL = Cg(k) ; BR = Cg(k)+1.
From Lemma 1, limn→∞ 1ny
>QZβˆ(Z) a.s.= bˆ>rˆ, where, bˆ := (bˆ1, bˆ2, · · · , bˆg(k)+1); bˆl =
E(Y |X ∈ Cl).
bˆ>rˆ =
g(k)+1∑
l=1
E(Y |X ∈ Cl)
αE(Y |X ∈ Cl)V ol(Cl) + V ol(Cl)E(Y ) q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′

=
g(k)+1∑
l=1
αE(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl) + V ol(Cl)E(Y )E(Y |X ∈ Cl) q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′

=
g(k)+1∑
l=1
αE(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl) + E(Y )2
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
Substituting this in the expression of asymptotic value of vn,Q(C
(k), l1, (d, cd)), we
have:
lim
n→∞ vn,Q(C
(k), l1, (d, cd))
a.s.
=
g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
αE(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl)− αE(Y |X ∈ Cg(k) ∪ Cg(k)+1)2V ol(Cg(k) ∪ Cg(k)+1)
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= α
g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
E(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl)− E(Y |X ∈ B)2V ol(B)

= α
([
E(Y 2|X ∈ B)− E(Y |X ∈ B)2]V ol(B)
−
E(Y 2|X ∈ B)V ol(B)− g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
E(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl)
)
= α
V(Y |X ∈ B)V ol(B)−
E(Y 21[X ∈ B)]− g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
E(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl)

= α
(
V(Y |X ∈ B)V ol(B)
−
E(Y 21[X ∈ Cg(k) ∪ Cg(k)+1)]− g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
E(Y |X ∈ Cl)2V ol(Cl)
)
= α
V(Y |X ∈ B)V ol(B)− g(k)+1∑
l=g(k)
V(Y |X ∈ Cl)V ol(Cl)

= αV ol(B)
[
V(Y |X ∈ B)− P(X ∈ BR|X ∈ B)V(Y |X ∈ BR)
− P(X ∈ BL|X ∈ B)V(Y |X ∈ BL)
]
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 3. We will show that vn,k,Q(x, sk) (defined in Section 3.3.1) is stochas-
tically equicontinuous with respect to sk ∀x ∈ [0, 1]D, provided the volume of leaf nodes
in the previous level are not arbitrarily close to 0. From the definition of the distance
in Sk, if s
(1)
k , s
(2)
k ∈ Sk, satisfy ‖s(1)k − s(2)k ‖∞ < 1 then the split directions are identical.
So, we can always consider δ < 1. Since we consider two sets of splits s
(1)
k and s
(2)
k , for
convenience of notation, we denote by C¨(h)l , the lth leaf node of the partition induced by
s
(h)
k , for h = 1, 2 and l = 1, . . . , g
(k) + 1, i.e, C¨(h)l is the node C(k)l for the hth set of splits.
Also, we will be using the notation Z1 and Z2 instead of Z(s
(1)
k ) and Z(s
(2)
k ) respectively.
Similar to the proof in Lemma 2, we can write
|vn,k,Q(x, s(1)k )− vn,k,Q(x, s(2)k )| = 1n |y>QZ1βˆ(Z1)− y>QZ2βˆ(Z2)|
+ 1n |y>QZ
(0)
1 βˆ(Z
(0)
1 )− y>QZ(0)2 βˆ(Z(0)2 )|
(18)
where for h = 1, 2, Z
(0)
hi,l
= 1
[
xi ∈ C¨(h)l
]
; l = 1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1, and Z(0)h
i,g(k)
=
1
[
xi ∈ {C¨(h)g(k) ∪ C¨
(h)
g(k)+1
}
]
. We first focus on
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1
n |y>QZ1βˆ(Z1)− y>QZ2βˆ(Z2)| = 1n |y>Q
1
2
[
P˙Z1 − P˙Z2
]
Q
>
2 y| where,
Q
1
2 = Σ−
T
2 ; P˙Z = Q
>
2 Z
[
Z>QZ
]−1
Z>Q
1
2 ; Z ∈ {Z1,Z2},
and consider the two possible scenarios:
• R1: max
min(V ol(C¨(1)g(k) ),V ol(C¨(1)g(k)+1))
V ol(C¨(1)
g(k)
)+V ol(C¨(1)
g(k)+1
)
,
min
(
V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)
),V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)+1
)
)
V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)
)+V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)+1
)
 > √δ
• R2: max
min(V ol(C¨(1)g(k) ),V ol(C¨(1)g(k)+1))
V ol(C¨(1)
g(k)
)+V ol(C¨(1)
g(k)+1
)
,
min
(
V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)
),V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)+1
)
)
V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)
)+V ol(C¨(2)
g(k)+1
)
 < √δ
Scenario R1 happens when at least for one of the two sets of splits, both the new child
nodes are “significantly different” from their parent node; i.e. their volumes are bounded
away from the volume of the parent node and zero. Here, we will show equicontinuity by
exploiting perturbation bounds on orthogonal projections [12] and finiteness of second
moment of the response. The other possibility is Scenario R2 where for both the set of
splits, the volume of the larger child node is arbitrary close to that of parent node. Here,
we prove equicontinuity by showing that the DART-split criterion value asymptotically
vanishes.
Without loss of generality, we consider δ > 0 small enough such that,
√
δ < 1−√δ.
Under R1, we proceed as follows:
1
n
|y>Q 12
[
P˙Z1 − P˙Z2
]
Q
>
2 y| 6 1
n
y>Qy‖P˙Z1 − P˙Z2‖2 (19)
Defining HZ =
[
Z>QZ
]−1
Z>Q
1
2 ; Z = Z1,Z2. and using the perturbation bounds
on projection operators from [12] Theorem 1.2 (1.8), we have
‖P˙Z1 − P˙Z2‖2 6 min{‖HZ1‖2, ‖HZ2‖2}‖Q
>
2 Z1 −Q>2 Z2‖2. (20)
Using sub-multiplicative property of matrix L2 norm, we have ‖Q>2 Z1 −Q>2 Z2‖2 ≤
λ
1
2
max(Q)‖Z1 − Z2‖2. As under Assumption 2, λmax(Q) is bounded, we focus on D¨ =
Z1 − Z2. By Gershgorin circle theorem,
λmax(D¨
2
) 6 max
16l16g(k)+1
g(k)+1∑
l2=1
|(D¨2)l1,l2 |
= max
16l16g(k)+1
g(k)+1∑
l2=1
∑
i
|D¨i,l1D¨i,l2 |
6 max
16l16g(k)+1
∑
i
|D¨i,l1 |
g(k)+1∑
l2=1
|D¨i,l2 |
6 2 max
16l16g(k)+1
∑
i
|D¨i,l1 |
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The last inequality follows from the fact that the Z1 and Z2 are binary matrices whose
row-sums are 1. Now,
∑
i
|D¨i,l| =
∑
i
1[xi ∈ C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l ] where C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l =
(
C¨(1)l ∪ C¨(2)l
)
∩
(
C¨(1)l ∩ C¨(2)l
)c
.
From Algorithm 1, C¨(1)l and C¨(2)l both are D-dimensional boxes as both of them are
Cartesian product of D intervals. Let
C¨(h)l = [a˘(h)1 , b˘(h)1 ]× · · · × [a˘(h)D , b˘(h)D ] ⊆ [0, 1]D; a˘(h)d < b˘(h)d ; ∀d ∈ {1, 2, · · · , D};h = 1, 2.
|s(1)k − s(2)k | 6 δ, =⇒ |a˘(1)d − a˘(2)d | 6 δ; |b˘(1)d − b˘(2)d | 6 δ; ∀d ∈ {1, 2, · · · , D}.
Without loss of generality, we assume V ol(C¨(1)l ) 6 V ol(C¨(2)l ). Once scenario, when
V ol(C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l ) is maximised, is
a˘
(2)
d = a˘
(1)
d − δ; b˘(2)d = b˘(1)d + δ; ∀d ∈ {1, 2, · · · , D}
Hence, we have,
V ol(C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l ) 6
D∏
d=1
|b˘(1)d − a˘(1)d + 2δ| −
D∏
d=1
|b˘(1)d − a˘(1)d |
6 1− |1− 2δ|D
6
D∑
d=1
(
D
d
)
(2δ)d
6 δ2D
(
D∑
d=1
(
D
d
))
; [ as δ < 1]
6 22Dδ
Here, the second inequality follows from f(x) = xD − (x− 2δ)D being an increasing
function of x ≤ 1.
An important assertion that we will require repeatedly throughout the proof is that
by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem [45], ∃n8 ∈ N, such that for all n > n8, and C ⊆ [0, 1]D,
we have with probability at-least 1− pi,
V ol(C)− δ2 6 1
n
∑
i
1[Xi ∈ C] 6 V ol(C) + δ2.
Also as Assumption 4 holds and there can only be a polynomial-in-n possible choices
of nodes for either set of splits, Lemma A.2 holds. For the rest of the proof, we con-
sider all of these assertions to hold, which occurs with probability 1 − 3pi,∀n > n9 =
max{n5, n7, n8}.
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By Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem, for large enough n, ∀l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , g(k) + 1} with
probability 1− 3pi,
1
n
∑
i
|D¨i,l| = 1
n
∑
i
1[xi ∈ C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l ] 6 V ol(C¨(1)l 4 C¨(2)l ) + δ2 6 22Dδ + δ2 = Op(δ).
Hence, we have 1nλmax(D¨
2
) = 1n‖Z1−Z2‖22 = Op(δ). Plugging this into (20), we have
‖Q>2 Z1 −Q>2 Z2‖2 = Op(
√
nδ). (21a)
For the other component in (20), i.e. min{‖HZ1‖2, ‖HZ2‖2}, for Z ∈ {Z1,Z2}, we
have
‖HZ‖2 =
√
λmax((Q
T
2 Z [Z>QZ]−1)(Q
T
2 Z [Z>QZ]−1)>)
=
√
λmax([Z>QZ]
−1
) =
(
λmin(Z
>QZ)
)−1/2
.
From Gershgorin circle theorem [45], we have
λmin(
[
Z>QZ
]
) > min
16l16g(k)+1
{
(Z>QZ)l1,l1 −
∑
l2 6=l1
|(Z>QZ)l1,l2 |
}
Using Lemma A.3 and the diagonal dominance from Assumption 3, where
λmin(
[
Z>QZ
]
) ≥ ξ
∑
i
Zi,l1 where ξ = min
i
(Qii −
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |) (21b)
is just a constant only dependent on ρ and L from Assumption 2. Hence, we have
λ−1min(
[
Z>hQZh
]
) 6 1
ξ
1
min16l6g(k)+1 |C¨(h)l |
, h = 1, 2. (21c)
By the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem, for large enough n, with probability 1 − 3pi,
|C¨(h)l |/n > V ol(C¨(h)l ) − δ2. As s(1)k , s(2)k ∈ S¯εk(x), by definition of S¯εk(x), s˜(1)k−1, s˜(2)k−1 ∈
S˜εk−1. As each node of C
(k) corresponding to both these splits contains a hypercube of
edge length ε, we have
V ol(C¨l)(h) > εD; ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1;V ol(C¨(h)g(k)) + V ol(C¨
(h)
g(k)+1
) > εD;h = 1, 2.
As R1 is satisfied, without loss of generality we can assume
V ol(C¨(h)
g(k)
) > εD
√
δ;V ol(C¨(h)
g(k)+1
) > εD
√
δ; for h = 1.
This implies for significantly large n,
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√
nmin{‖HZ1‖2, ‖HZ2‖2} 6
√√√√√
(
min16l6g(k)+1
|C¨(h)l |
n
)−1
ξ
6
√√√√(εD√δ − δ2)−1
ξ
(21d)
Finally, using Lemma A.2 and boundedness of m and λmax(Q), we have
1
ny
>Qy =
Op(1). Next combining Eqs. (21a) and (21d), we have under R1,
1
n
|y>Q 12
[
P˙Z1 − P˙Z2
]
Q
>
2 y|
6
(
1
n
y>Qy
)(√
nmin{‖HZ1‖2, ‖HZ2‖2}
)( 1√
n
‖Q>2 Z1 −Q>2 Z2‖2
)
= Op(δ
1
4 )
To bound the second term 1n |y>QZ
(0)
1 βˆ(Z
(0)
1 )−y>QZ(0)2 βˆ(Z(0)2 )| of (18), we observe
that the leaf nodes corresponding to Z
(0)
1 are given by C¨(h)1 , · · · , C¨(h)g(k)−1, C¨
(h)
g(k)
∪C¨(h)
g(k)+1
;h =
1, 2. As derived earlier,
V ol(C¨l)(h) > εD; ∀i = 1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1;V ol(C¨(h)g(k)) + V ol(C¨
(h)
g(k)+1
) > εD;h = 1, 2.
Hence, using similar perturbation bounds, we can derive for large enough n,
1
n
|y>QZ(0)1 βˆ(Z(0)1 )− y>QZ(0)2 βˆ(Z(0)2 )| 6 C6
√
(22Dδ + δ2)
(εD − δ2) = Op(δ
1
2 )
Next, combining under R1 for sufficiently large n, we have
|vn,k,Q(x, s(1)k )− vn,k,Q(x, s(2)k )| 6 Op(δ
1
4 ) +Op(δ
1
2 ).
This quantity goes to 0 uniformly in δ (as δ
1
4 is a uniformly continuous function of δ on
[0,1]). This completes the proof of the lemma under R1. The proof under scenario R2
is more technical and is available in the Supplementary materials.
Proof of Lemma 4. We consider the following two cases:
Case 1: Functions in Gn are uniformly bounded by C6 ∈ R, C6 <∞.
In this scenario, due to the fact that the constant function C6 works as a bounded
envelope for Gn,∀n, the result of [50] ensures converges almost surely. As Gn is bounded,
almost sure convergence is enough to ensure convergence in L1.
Case 2: Only lemma conditions hold. For convenience we denote g(Ui)− Eg(Ui) =
g(U
(C)
i ),∀i = 1, 2, · · · , n. For every g ∈ Gn, we define g1 = g(I[Gn 6 C6]) and g2 =
g(I[Gn > C6]). Hence, we get
sup
g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
g(U
(C)
i )
∣∣∣ = sup
g1, g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(g1(Ui)− Eg1(Ui))
∣∣∣
+ sup
g2, g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(g2(Ui)− Eg2(Ui))
∣∣∣
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The first term asymptotically converges to 0 in L1, as it satisfies the condition of Case
1 (i.e. uniformly bounded class of function across n). As far as the second term is
concerned, we have:
E sup
g2, g∈Gn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(g2(Ui)− Eg2(Ui))
∣∣∣ 6 2
n
∑
i
E|Gn(Ui)|I[|Gn(Ui)| > C6]
From the assumption of the lemma, this goes to zero as C6 →∞.
Proof of Theorem 2. We first show that to prove L2 consistency of mn, it is enough to
show that E
[
EG˙[ρ
>(mn(X˙(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1)))]2
]
→ 0, where X˙(q+1) and G˙ are defined
in Section 3.3.4 and for any function f : Rd → R, f(X˙(q+1)) = (f(X˙q+1), . . . , f(X˙1))>.
We will show
lim
n→∞E
[
EX
(
ρ>f(X˙(q+1))
)2]
= 0 =⇒ lim
n→∞E
[
EX˙1f(X˙1)
2
]
= 0. (22)
To see this, note the from Assumption 2, for any q < i 6 n− q, Qii = α, Qij = 0 for
|j − i| > q and Qij =
∑q
j′=|j−i| ρj′ρj′−|i−j| for |i− j| ≤ q. Hence, by Assumption 3,
α− 2
q∑
j=1
|
q∑
j′=j
ρj′ρj′−j | > 0. (23)
As X˙i’s are i.i.d., using (23) and Jensen’s inequality,
EX
(
ρ>f(X˙(q+1))
)2
=αEf(X˙1)2 + 2(Ef(X˙1))2
q∑
j=1
q∑
j′=j
ρj′ρj′−j
>Ef(X˙1)2(α− 2
q∑
j=1
|
q∑
j′=j
ρj′ρj′−j |)
Choosing f = mn − m proves the result showing that it is enough to work with
E
[
E[ρ>(mn(X˙(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1)))]2
]
.
Next, we establish the analogues of the ULLN in condition (IIIa) and (IIIb) for
the dependent error process. As {Xi} is an i.i.d. process independent of the β-mixing
process {i}, using the property of β-mixing coefficients presented in Lemma A.1, we have
Ui = (Xi, i) is also a β-mixing process. Let Gn be the class of functions g : RD+1 → R
such that g(Ui) = (Yi,L − f(Xi))2 for some f ∈ TζnFn. Clearly, under condition (IV ),
Gn = 2L
2 + F 2n is an envelop for Gn. Choosing C > 2L2 + 1 we have
1
n
∑
i
E|Gn(Yi, Xi)|I(|Gn(Yi, Xi)| > C)
=
1
n
∑
i
E2(L2 + F 2n(Xi))I(|Fn(Xi)| >
√
C − 2L2)
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≤ 2L
2 + 1
(C − 2L2) δ2
1
n
∑
i
E|FnXi)|2+δ
Here, the inequality uses the fact that for any random variable X, E|X|I(|X| > C) ≤
E|X|1+δ/Cδ. Clearly, the quantity above goes to 0 by Condition (IV ) by first taking
n→ 0 and then C → 0. Hence, (11) is satisfied by the class Gn, and the following ULLN
is established using condition (IIIa) and Lemma 4.
lim
n→∞E
[
sup
f∈TζnFn
| 1
n
∑
i
|f(Xi)− Yi,L|2 − EG˙|f(X˙1)− Y˙1,L|2|
]
= 0 (24)
Let Hi = (Xi, Xi−j , i, i−j). As Xi’s are i.i.d., (Xi, Xi−j) is a bivariate m-dependent
process with lag at-most j. Also, as {i} is a β-mixing process, so is (i, i−j) with mixing
coefficient at lag a given by β(i,i−j)(a) ≤ βi(a − j). Once, again, as {(Xi, Xi−j)} ⊥
{(i, i−j)}, following the properties established in the proof of Lemma A.1, we have
Hi to be a β-mixing process. Define G(j)n to be the class of functions g(j) of the form
g(j)(Hi) = (Yi,L − f(Xi))(Yi−j,L − f(Xi−j)) for f ∈ TζnFn. Like above, G(j)n admits
an envelop G
(j)
n ≤ 2L2 + F 2n which satisfies the mean uniform integrability condition
(11). Hence, using condition (IIIb) and (IV ), and applying Lemma 4, we have for the
cross-product terms:
limn→∞ E
[
supf∈TζnFn
∣∣∣ 1n∑i(f(Xi)− Yi,L)(f(Xi−j)− Yi−j,L)
−EG˙(f(X˙i)− Y˙i,L)(f(X˙i−j)− Y˙i−j,L)
∣∣∣] = 0 (25)
Having established the two ULLN for dependent processes, the rest of the proof for
the truncated estimate Tζnmn largely emulates the technique from [33] (Theorem 10.2).
Throughout, careful adjustments need to be made to account for use of the quadratic
form Q. The result is summarized in Lemma 5, and proved in the Supplementary
materials.
Lemma 5. Let {i} be a stationary β-mixing process and the matrix Q satisfies As-
sumptions 2 and 3, then for a data dependent function mn(.,Θ) : Rd → R satisfying the
conditions (I)-(II), and the ULLN (24) and (25).
lim
n→∞E
[
EX
[
ρ>
(
Tζnmn(X˙
(q+1),Θ)−m(X˙(q+1))
)]2]
= 0.
From Lemma 5 and (22), we have
lim
n→∞E
[
EX˙1(Tζnmn(X˙1)−m(X˙1))2)
]
= 0
Akin to RF, the RF-GLS estimate mn(x) for any x can only take one of the possible
leaf-node values. Hence, |mn(x)| ≤ maxi |mn(Xi)|. Using this and Condition (IIb), we
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have
lim
n→∞E
[
EX˙1(mn(X˙1)−m(X˙1))2)
]
≤ lim
n→∞E
[
EX˙1(Tζnmn(X˙1)−m(X˙1))2)
]
+ lim
n→∞Emaxi m
2
n(Xi)I(|mn(Xi)| > ζn)
The last term is zero by Assumption (IIb), completing the L2 consistency result for the
tree estimates mn(·,Θ). To get the result for the average estimate m¯n = EΘmn, by
Jensen’s inequality and Fubini’s theorem, we have
EDn
[
EX˙1(EΘ(mn(X˙1,Θ))−m(X˙1)2)
]
6 EDn
[
EX˙1EΘ(mn(X˙1,Θ)−m(X˙1))2)
]
= EDn,Θ
[
EX˙1(mn(X1,Θ)−m(X˙1))2)
]
→ 0
Proof of Theorem 1. Next we show that for a GLS-style regression tree mn(.,Θ) in RF-
GLS, built with data Dn and randomness Θ, the conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied.
Let the partition obtained from Dn and Θ be denoted by Pn(Θ).
We start with the choice of the function class Fn. For a given partition Pn(Θ), we
define Fn as follows:
Fn = Fn(Θ) = {mn} ∪
{
∪xB∈B∈Pn(Θ)
∑
B∈Pn(Θ)
m(xB)1B
}
⊆ F˜n(Θ) (26)
where F˜n(Θ) is the set of all functions f : [0, 1]d → R piece-wise constant on each cell
of the partition Pn(Θ). Since by construction of RF-GLS, mn is the optimiser over a
much larger set F˜n(Θ), trivially m˜n is also the optimiser in Fn(Θ), hence Condition (I)
is satisfied.
The approximation error Condition (IIa) was established in [63] using the additivity
of m, existence of theoretical CART-split criterion, and equicontinuity of the empirical
CART-split criterion. Our theory also assumes additivity (Assumption 5), and we have
established the analogous results for RF-GLS – a theoretical DART-split criterion that
is essentially same as that for RF (Lemma 2) and equicontinuity of the empirical DART-
split criterion (Lemma 3). However, we are using a smaller (compared to F˜n(Θ)) class
Fn and hence need to show that m can be approximated ”well enough” by this much
restricted family of functions. Despite this, our proof remains almost identical to that
of [63] as the approximation error there for the wider class F˜n was actually bounded by
that from a class similar to our Fn. For completeness, we state the result as Lemma 6
and the proof is provided in Supplementary materials.
Lemma 6. Under Assumption 5, the class Fn of (26) satisfies the approximation error
condition (IIa).
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We now show that Condition (IIb) holds. For any n, let the values corresponding to
the tn leaf nodes be denoted by r =
(
Z>QZ
)−1
Z>Qy, where ith row of Zn×tn denotes
the membership of ith data in any of the tn leaf nodes. Let,
B =
(
Z>QZ
)
; Z>Qy = u; arg max
l∈{1,··· ,tn}
|rl| = ln; i.e., ‖r‖∞ = |rln |
Bln,lnrln = uln −
∑
l 6=ln
Bln,lrl =⇒ Bln,ln |rln | 6 |uln |+
∑
l 6=ln
|Bln,l||rl|
=⇒ ‖r‖∞ = |rln | 6
|uln |
Bln,ln −
∑
l 6=ln |Bln,l|
as using Lemma A.3, we have
Bln,ln −
∑
l 6=ln
|Bln,l| > ξ|Cln |.
Using (9),
|uln | = |Z>,lnQy|
= α
∑
i
Zi,lnyi +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i
Zi−j,lnyi−j′ +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′Zi,lnyi′
6 max
i
|yi|
α∑
i
Zi,ln +
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
∑
i
Zi−j,ln +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Zi,ln

6 max
i
|yi|
α+ q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |+
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |
 |Cln |;
Hence,
‖r‖∞ 6
(
α+
∑q
j 6=j′=0 |ρjρj′ |+
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2 |γ˜i,i′ |
)
ξ maxi |yi|
6 (α+|ρ|)ξ [‖m‖∞ + maxi |i|] = C [‖m‖∞ + maxi |i|]
(27)
E [mn(X)− Tζnmn(X)]2 = E
[
mn(X)
21 [mn(X) > ζn]
]
6 E
[‖r‖2∞1 [‖r‖∞ > ζn]]
6
[
2C2
[
‖m‖2∞ + max
i
|i|2
]
1
[
C
[
‖m‖∞ + max
i
|i|
]
> ζn
]]
6
[
2C2
[
‖m‖2∞ + max
i
|i|2
]
1
[
max
i
|i| > C˜ζn
]]
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Choosing ζn to be ζn/C¯ from Assumption 4(a), Condition (IIb) is satisfied.
Condition (IIIa) is proved in [63] for a larger class F˜n and hence holds for our Fn.
To prove the cross-product loss estimation error in Condition (IIIb), we first present
a ULLN for such cross-product terms for data-dependent-partitioning-based estimates.
For a sequence of i.i.d random variable {Ri}n1 = (R1, R2, · · · , Rn) ;Ri ∈ RD, ε > 0,
1 6 p < ∞, let Wn be a set of functions RD 7→ R, and for a function w : Rd → R,
‖w‖p{Ri}n1 =
{
1
n
∑n
i=1 |w(Ri)|p
}1/p
. Then, Np(ε,Wn, {Ri}n1 ), the ε-covering number of
Wn w.r.t the random Lp-norm ‖.‖p{Ri}n1 is the minimal C ∈ N, such that there exists
functions w1, w2, · · · , wC : RD → R with the property that for every w ∈ Wn, there is a
j = j(w) ∈ {1, 2, · · · , C} such that{
1
n
n∑
i=1
|w(Ri)− wj(Ri)|p
} 1
p
< ε.
Lemma 7. (ULLN for cross-product terms) Let DX denote a distribution on RD
and DY = (DY1 , DY2) denote a bivariate distribution. Let {Xi = (X1i, X2i)}i≥1 i.i.d.∼
DX ×DX and {Yi = (Y1i, Y2i)}i≥1 i.i.d.∼ DY denote bivariate i.i.d. processes and Yhi,L =
TLYhi;h = 1, 2 for any L > 0. Let (X˙1, X˙2) ∼ DX ×DX and (Y˙1, Y˙2) ∼ D, independent
of {Xi} and {Yi}. Let Fn denote some class of real-valued functions on RD class and
ζn →∞. Then for all  > 0, we have
P
[
sup
f∈TζnFn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(f(X1i)− Y1i,L)(f(X2i)− Y2i,L)
− E(f(X˙1)− Y˙1,L)(f(X˙2)− Y˙2,L)
∣∣∣ > ε]
6 8EN
(
ε
32ζn
, TζnFn, {X∗i }2ni=1
)
exp
(
− nε
2
2048ζ4n
)
.
where X∗2i−1 = X1i and X
∗
2i = X2i for i = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. While the bound on the cross-term may seem to follow directly by application
of Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and using the corresponding ULLN for the squared-error
term, note that the class Fn can be dependent on the data {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ n} and hence
generally we cannot say Ef(X1i) = Ef(X˙1).
For convenience, we denote Hi = (X1i, X2i, 1i, 2i) and H˙ = (X˙1i, X˙2i, ˙1i, ˙2i), and
Wn = {w |w(x1, x2, y1, y2) = (f(x1)− y1)(f(x2)− y2), f ∈ TζnFn}. For large enough n,
ζn > L, and |w| ≤ 4ζ2n for all w ∈ Wn. By Theorem 9.1 of [33],
P
[
sup
w∈Wn
∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
w(Hi)− Ew(H˙)
∣∣∣ > ε] ≤ 8N (ε
8
,Hn, {Wi}ni=1
)
exp
(
− nε
2
128(4ζ2n)
2
)
.
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Let wj(Hi) = (fj(X1i)−Y1i,L)(fj(X2i)−Y2i,L), for some fj ∈ TζnFn. Then for large
enough n, ζn > L and we have,
1
n
∑
i
|wj(Hi)− wj′(Hi)|
=
1
n
∑
i
|(fj(X1i)− Y1i,L)(fj(X2i)− Y2i,L)
− (fj′(X1i)− Y1i,L)(fj′(X2i)− Y2i,L)|
=
1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣ [fj(X1i)fj(X2i)− fj′(X1i)fj′(X2i)]
∣∣∣∣∣
+
1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣ [Y1i,L(fj′(X2i)− fj(X2i)) + Y2i,L(fj′(X1i)− fj(X1i))]
∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣ [fj(X1i)(fj(X2i)− fj′(X2i)) + fj′(X2i)(fj(X1i)− fj′(X1i)]
∣∣∣∣∣
+
1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣ [Y1i,L(fj′(X2i)− fj(X2i)) + Y2i,L(fj′(X1i)− fj(X1i))]
∣∣∣∣∣
6 1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣(|fj(X1i)|+ |Y1i,L|)∣∣∣fj(X2i)− fj′(X2i)∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
+
1
n
∑
i
∣∣∣∣∣(|fj′(X2i)|+ |Y2i,L|)∣∣∣fj(X1i)− fj′(X1i)∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
6 2ζn
1
n
∑
i
|fj(X2i)− fj′(X2i)|+ 2ζn 1
n
∑
i
|fj(X1i)− fj′(X1i)|
6 4ζn
1
2n
2n∑
i=1
|fj(X∗i )− fj′(X∗i )|.
Hence,
N1
(ε
8
,Wn, {Hi}ni=1
)
6 N1
(
ε
32ζn
, TζnFn, {X∗i }2ni=1
)
The upper bound on the probability from Lemma 7 for the cross-product term is all
but identical (except for a constant multiplier) to that in [63] corresponding to estimation
error with square term. Hence, following that proof, this probability bound is enough
to make the expectation go to zero as long as the scaling of tn and tail moments in
Assumption 4(a) are satisfied with ζn. Using X1i = X˜i, X2i = X¨i−j , (Y1i, Y2i) =
(m(X1i),m(X2i)) + (˜i, ¨i−j), condition (IIIb) is satisfied.
The final piece of proving Theorem 1 is to show that the condition (IV ) is satisfied
by Fn. Since apart from mn, Fn consists of functions that are bounded by M0, we can
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have the envelop to be Fn = |mn|+M0. Hence, for Condition (IV ) to hold, it is enough
to show limn→∞ 1n
∑
i E|mn(Xi)|2+δ <∞ which is an assumption of the Theorem.
To apply Theorem 1 to prove the corollaries, we only need to show that moment
condition limn→∞ 1n
∑
i E|mn(Xi)|2+δ <∞ is satisfied.
Proof of Corollary 1. For bounded errors, direct application of (27) implies |mn(x)| is
uniformly bounded and hence will satisfy the (2 + δ)th moment condition. Hence, part
(a) is proved.
For part (b), let D = mini Qii and O = maxi,j
∑
i
∑
j 6=i |Qij |. By the condition for
part 2, D >
√
2O. As we defined earlier, let
B =
(
Z>QZ
)
; Z>Qy = u; =⇒ Bl1,l1rl1 = ul1 −
∑
l2 6=l1
Bl1,l2rl1
With these notations,
∑
i
|mn(Xi)|2+δ˙ =
tn∑
l1=1
|Cl1 ||rl1 |2+δ˙
Hence, Bl1,l1rl1 = ul1 −
∑
l2 6=l1 Bl1,l2rl1 implies the following:
rl1
∑
i
Zil1Qii +
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zil1Zjl1Qij
 = ul1 −∑
l 6=l1
rl
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zil1ZjlQij

=⇒ rl1
∑
i
Zil1Qii = ul1 −
∑
l
rl
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zil1ZjlQij

=⇒ |rl1 |
∑
i
Zil1Qii 6 |ul1 |+
∑
l
w
(l1)
l |rl|
=⇒ D|Cl1 ||rl1 | 6 |ul1 |+
∑
l
w
(l1)
l |rl|
where
w
(l1)
l =
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zil1Zjl|Qij |
satisfies
∑
l w
(l1)
l =
∑
i
∑
j 6=i Zil1 |Qij | ≤ O|Cl1 | and similarly,
∑
l1
w
(l1)
l ≤ O|Cl|. Using
Jensen’s inequality twice we have
|rl1 |2+δ(D|Cl1 |)2+δ 6 21+δ
|ul1 |2+δ +
(∑
l
w
(l1)
l
)1+δ∑
l
w
(l1)
l |rl|2+δ

=⇒
tn∑
l1=1
|Cl1 ||rl1 |2+δ ≤
21+δ
D2+δ
tn∑
l1=1
[
|ul1 |2+δ
|Cl1 |1+δ
+O1+δ
∑
l
w
(l1)
l |rl|2+δ
]
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=⇒
tn∑
l1=1
|Cl1 ||rl1 |2+δ ≤
21+δ
D2+δ
tn∑
l1=1
|ul1 |2+δ
|Cl1 |1+δ
+
(2O)1+δ
D2+δ
∑
l
|rl|2+δ
tn∑
l1=1
w
(l1)
l
=⇒
tn∑
l1=1
|Cl1 ||rl1 |2+δ ≤
21+δ
D2+δ
tn∑
l1=1
|ul1 |2+δ
|Cl1 |1+δ
+
21+δO2+δ
D2+δ
∑
l
|rl|2+δ|Cl|
Bring over the second term from the right hand side to the left, we have(
1− 2
1+δO2+δ
D2+δ
)
1
n
tn∑
l1=1
|Cl1 ||rl1 |2+δ ≤
1
n
21+δ
D2+δ
tn∑
l1=1
|ul1 |2+δ
|Cl1 |1+δ
As D >
√
2O, the term 1 − 21+δO2+δ
D2+δ
is positive and bounded away from 0 for small
enough δ. Hence, we only need to show the right hand side has finite expectation.
1
n
tn∑
l=1
|Cl|
( |ul|
|Cl|
)2+δ
≤ 1
n
tn∑
l=1
|Cl|
 1
|Cl|
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
Zil|Qij ||Yj |
2+δ
=
1
n
tn∑
l=1
|Cl|
 1
|Cl|
∑
i∈Cl
q∑
j=−q
|Qi,i+j |Yi+j |
2+δ [Assumption 2]
≤ 1
n
tn∑
l=1
|Cl| 1|Cl|
∑
i∈Cl
 q∑
j=−q
|Qi,i+j |||Yi+j |
2+δ [Jensen’s Inequality]
=
1
n
n∑
i
 q∑
j=−q
|Qi,i+j |||Yi+j |
2+δ
≤ 1
n
K1
n∑
i
q∑
j=−q
|Yi+j |2+δ. [Jensen’s Inequality]
The last inequality also uses the fact that Q has only O(q2) unique entries whose max-
imum is hence bounded. As i’s have finite (2 + δ)
th moment, the expectation of this
term is finite.
Proof of Corollary 2. RF is RF-GLS with Q = I. Hence, the condition mini Qii >√
2 maxi
∑
j 6=I |Qij | is trivially satisfied. So, the proof follows from Corollary 1.
Proof of Theorem 3. We will directly apply Corollary 1 to prove the result and hence
only need to prove that all assumptions are satisfied.
Assumption 1 is satisfied as AR processes have been shown to be β-mixing [49], and
sub-Gaussianity of the errors ensures all moments are finite ([70], Lemma 5.5).
Next we verify Assumptions 2 and 3 on the working covariance matrix Σ. We
can write Σ = Cov(˜) where ˜ = (˜1, . . . , ˜n)
> generated from an AR(q) process with
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coefficients a˜i’s. We note from (12) that we can write A˜ = η˜ where η˜ = (η˜q+1, . . . , η˜n)
>
is the white noise process used to generate the ˜i’s.
A(n−q)×n =

−a˜q −a˜q−1 . . . −a˜1 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 −a˜q −a˜q−1 . . . −a˜1 1 0 . . . 0 0
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
0 0 . . . . . . . . . 0 −a˜q . . . −a˜1 1
 ,
Let ˜1:q = (˜1, . . . , ˜q)
> and let Lq×q be the lower triangular Cholesky factor of the
inverse of M = Cov(˜1:q) i.e. L
>L = M−1. Then V(L˜1:q) = Iq×q and Cov(L˜1:q,A˜) =
Cov(L˜1:q, η˜) = O as η˜ is independent of 1:q. Defining σ
2 = V(η˜i),
B =
(
L Oq×n−q
1
σAn−q×q
)
, (28)
we have Cov(B˜) = I. Hence, B is the Cholesky factor Σ−1/2 making it clear that Σ−1/2
satisfies (2) with ρ = 1σ (1,−a˜1, . . . ,−a˜q)>.
To check Assumption 3, we first consider q = 1. Then Q is simply the autoregressive
covariance matrix with parameter ρ, i.e., Q11 = Qnn = 1, Qii = 1+ρ
2 for 2 ≤ i ≤ n−1,
Qi,i+1 = Qi,i−1 = −ρ, Qij = 0 for |i− j| ≥ 2. Hence assumption 3 is always satisfied as
1 + ρ2 > 2|ρ|, i.e., for any |ρ| < 1. For unbounded errors, additionally Q needs to satisfy
min
i
Qii >
√
2 max
i
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |. (29)
This reduces to 1 > 2
√
2|ρ|, i.e., |ρ| < 1/2√2. For q ≥ 2, by the statement of Theorem
3 part 2, Assumption 3 or condition (29) (for unbounded errors) is directly satisfied.
Finally, we need to verify the tail bounds of Assumption 4. Proof of part (a) is
same as that in [63] (p. 1733) with ζn = O(log n)
2 as maximum of n sub-Gaussian and
correlated random variables satisfy the same tail bound ([48], Theorem 1.14).
The same bound can be used to prove part (b). As i’s are identically distributed
being a stationary process, once again using [48] (Theorem 1.14), we have
P(max
i∈In
|i| > Cpi
√
log |In|) 6 |In|(1−C2pi/(2σ2 ))
where σ2 denote the sub-Gaussian parameter of i’s. For any choice of Cpi such that
C2pi > 2σ
2
 , this goes to zero as n→∞, proving part (b).
For part (c), we make the observation that if Σ0 denote the true autoregressive
covariance matrix of the errors , then following the argument above, we can write  =
Σ
1/2
0 η where η = (η1, . . . , ηn) is the collection of i.i.d. sub-Gaussian random variables.
If a denotes the n× 1 binary vector corresponding to the selection In, we have
P(
1
|In| |
∑
i∈In
i| > δ) =P( 1|In| |a
>Σ1/20 η| > δ)
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≤C exp(−c|In|2/a>Σ0a)
≤C exp(−c|In|/λmax(Σ0)).
The first inequality follows from [70] Proposition 5.10. Hence it is enough to show that
λmax(Σ0) is bounded. As i’s are generated from a stable AR(q0) process, the roots of
the characteristic polynomial lie outside zero and the spectral density is bounded from
above ([7] Eqn. 2.6) which in turn bounds the spectral norm of Σ0 = Cov() ([7] Prop.
2.3), proving the first part of Assumption 4(c).
For the second part, as ηi are sub-Gaussian, η
2
i are sub-exponential and ‖‖22 ≤
λmax(Σ0)‖η‖22. We have
P(
1
n
‖‖22 > 1.1λmax(Σ0)Eη21) ≤ P(
1
n
‖η‖22 > 1.1Eη21)
= P(
1
n
∑
i
η2i − Eη21 > .1Eη21)
≤ C exp(−cn).
The last inequality is from [70] Corollary 5.17.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let (`) denote a Mate´rn process with ν = q0 − 1/2 on the real
line, q0 being a positive integer. From [35], (`) admits a state-space representation:
aq
∂q0(`)
∂`q0
+ aq0−1
∂q0−1(`)
∂`q0−1
+ . . . a1
∂(`)
∂`
+ . . . a0(`) = b0z(`)
where z(`) is a white-noise process with covariance I(`−`′ = 0). Processes satisfying such
q0-order stochastic differential equations are continuous-domain AR(q0) processes ([57]
Eqn. B.2) which when sampled on a discrete integer lattice become an ARMA(q0, q
′
0)
process (q′0 < q0) ([41] Theorem 2.7.1). As ARMA processes are β-mixing [49], the
process (`i) sampled on the integer lattice is proved to be β-mixing. Since they are also
Gaussian, they have a bounded (2 + δ)th moment. Hence, Assumption 1 is satisfied.
Assumption (2) is directly satisfied by a NNGP working covariance matrix Σ as
explained in Section 4.2. Since we are considering Gaussian (unbounded) errors, to
apply Theorem 1, the working precision matrix Q needs to satisfy (29) which will also
ensure Assumption 3 holds. Let di = Qii and oi =
∑
j 6=i |Qij |. For an NNGP using
q nearest neighbors, there are only q + 1 unique combinations of (oi, di). For each
combination, as oi → 1 and di → 0 as φ→∞, there exists φi such that oi > maxq+1i=1 di,
choosing φ > K = maxq+1i=1 φi, (29) holds.
For the tail-bounds in Assumption 4, we note that the proofs for showing Assump-
tions 4(a) and (b) hold remain identical to those proofs in Theorem 3 as they only
require result on maximal inequalities of sub-Gaussian variables. For part(c), the proof
will once again emulate that from Theorem 3 and we only need to show that the spectral
norm of Σ0 = Cov(, ) is bounded. Let fZ(ω) the spectral density of a Matern process
when sampled on the integer lattice Z. Then, fZ(ω) =
∑∞
k=∞C(k) exp(ikω). Hence,
supω |fZ(ω)| ≤
∑∞
k=∞C(k). Using [1] (Eqn. 9.7.2) for large k, C(k) is equivalent to
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kq0−1 exp(−k). So the above series is summable and supω |fZ(ω)| <∞. This is sufficient
to uniformly bound the spectral norm ‖Σ0‖2 ([7] Proposition 2.3).
8 Supplementary Material
Proof of Lemma 3 under Scenario R2. In Section 7, we proved the lemma under R1.
The equicontinuity of the term 1n |y>QZ
(0)
1 βˆ(Z
(0)
1 )−y>QZ(0)2 βˆ(Z(0)2 )| established in that
proof also holds under R2 as the term does not concern the children nodes. So, it is
enough to prove equicontinuity of 1n |y>QZ1βˆ(Z1)− y>QZ2βˆ(Z2)| under lemma condi-
tions and R2.
1
n
|y>QZ1βˆ(Z1)− y>QZ2βˆ(Z2)|
= | 1
n
y>QZ1
[
Z>1 QZ1
]−1
Z>1 Qy −
1
n
y>QZ2
[
Z>2 QZ2
]−1
Z>2 Qy|
6 J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 + J5
where,
J1 =
1
n
|y>QZ1
([
Z>1 QZ1
]−1 − [Z˜(0)>1 QZ˜(0)1 ]+)Z>1 Qy|
J2 =
1
n
|y>QZ1
[
Z˜
(0)>
1 QZ˜
(0)
1
]+
Z>1 Qy − y>QZ˜(0)1
[
Z˜
(0)>
1 QZ˜
(0)
1
]+
Z˜
(0)>
1 Qy|
J3 =
1
n
|y>QZ2
([
Z>2 QZ2
]−1 − [Z˜(0)>2 QZ˜(0)2 ]+)Z>2 Qy|
J4 =
1
n
|y>QZ2
[
Z˜
(0)>
2 QZ˜
(0)
2
]+
Z>2 Qy − y>QZ˜(0)2
[
Z˜
(0)>
2 QZ˜
(0)
2
]+
Z˜
(0)>
2 Qy|
J5 =
1
n
|y>QZ˜(0)1
[
Z˜
(0)>
1 QZ˜
(0)
1
]+
Z˜
(0)>
1 Qy − y>QZ˜(0)2
[
Z˜
(0)>
2 QZ˜
(0)
2
]+
Z˜
(0)>
2 Qy|
Where for h = 1, 2, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, Z˜(0)hi,l = 1
[
xi ∈ C¨(h)l
]
; l = 1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1, and
Z˜
(0)
hi,l
= 1
 V ol(C¨(h)l )
V ol(C¨(h)
g(k)
) + V ol(C¨(h)
g(k)+1
)
>
√
δ
1 [xi ∈ {C¨(h)g(k) ∪ C¨(h)g(k)+1}] ; l = g(k), g(k) + 1.
Basically, Z˜
(0)
h adds a column of zeroes to Z
(0)
h to match the dimensions of Zh and
rearranges the columns so that the column of zeroes aligns with the column in Zh
corresponding to the child node with few members (which is posited under R2).
First we focus on J5. The terms are of the form
y>QZ˜(0)h
[
Z˜
(0)>
h QZ˜
(0)
h
]+
Z˜
(0)>
h Qy = y
>Q
1
2 P˙
Q
>
2 Z˜
(0)
h
Q
>
2 y
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where P˙X denotes the projection operator for a matrix X. By construction of Z˜
(0)
h ,
column space of Q
>
2 Z˜
(0)
h is same as that of Q
>
2 Z
(0)
h . Hence, PQ
>
2 Z˜
(0)
h
= P
Q
>
2 Z
(0)
h
, and,
y>QZ˜(0)h
[
Z˜
(0)>
h QZ˜
(0)
h
]+
Z˜
(0)>
h Qy = y
>QZ(0)h
[
Z
(0)>
h QZ
(0)
h
]+
Z
(0)>
h Qy.
Thus, J5 simply becomes
1
n |y>QZ
(0)
1 βˆ(Z
(0)
1 ) − y>QZ(0)2 βˆ(Z(0)2 )| which has been shown
to be small earlier in the proof of this Lemma in Section 7, irrespective of R1 or R2.
To simply J2, let for h = 1, 2, Z˜
L
h and Z˜
R
h respectively denote the columns of Zh
corresponding to the bigger and smaller child nodes. As the zero column of Z˜
(0)
h aligns
with the column Z˜Rh of Zh, we have
Zh
[
Z˜
(0)>
h QZ˜
(0)
h
]+
Z>h = Z˜h
[
Z
(0)>
h QZ
(0)
h
]−1
Z˜>h where Z˜h =
(
Zh·,1:g(k)−1 Z˜
L
h
)
. (30)
Writing, Z
(0)
1 = Z˜1 +
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
]
, we have
J2 =
1
n
∣∣∣y>QZ(0)1 [Z(0)>1 QZ(0)1 ]−1 Z(0)>1 Qy − y>QZ˜1 [Z(0)>1 QZ(0)1 ]−1 Z˜>1 Qy∣∣∣
≤ 1
n
∣∣∣ [01×g(k)−1 y>QZ˜R1 ] [Z(0)>1 QZ(0)1 ]−1 [01×g(k)−1 y>QZ˜R1 ]> ∣∣∣
+
2
n
∣∣∣ [01×g(k)−1 y>QZ˜R1 ] [Z(0)>1 QZ(0)1 ]−1 (y>QZ˜1)>∣∣∣
Denote these two terms on the right hand side respectively as J21 and J22. For J21, we
have with probability 1− 3pi,
J21 =
1
n
|
[
01×g(k)−1 y
>QZ˜R1
] [
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
]−1 [
01×g(k)−1 y
>QZ˜R1
]> |
6 1
n
λmax
[
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
]−1
‖
(
01×g(k)−1,y
>QZ˜R1
)
‖2
=
(
y>QZ˜R1
n
)2
n
|λmin(Z(0)
>
1 QZ
(0)
1 )|
6
(
y>QZ˜R1
n
)2
1
ξ
[(
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)−1
|C¨(1)l |, |C¨(1)g(k) |+ |C¨
(1)
g(k)+1
|
)]−1
n
6
(
y>QZ˜R1
n
)2
1
ξ
1
εD − δ2 ; [ for sufficiently large n]
Here the last two inequalities are obtained similar to the derivation of (21d), exploit-
ing the lower bound of the eigenvalue in (21b) and the fact that V ol(C¨(1)l ) > εD,∀l =
1, 2, · · · , g(k) − 1, and V ol(C¨(1)
g(k)
∪ C¨(1)
g(k)+1
) > εD, in conjunction with Glivenko-Cantelli
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Theorem. We now focus on y>QZ˜Rh . Let l0 ∈ {g(k), g(k) + 1} denote the column of Z1
corresponding to the smaller child node. Using (9), we have
1
n
y>QZ˜R1 = α
∑
i Z1i,l0m(Xi)
n
+
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i Z1i−j,l0m(Xi−j′)
n
+ α
∑
i Z1i,l0i
n
+
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i Z1i−j,l0 i−j′
n
+
1
n
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′Z1h1,l0m(Xh2) +
1
n
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′Z1h1,l0 h2
For large enough n, we have with probability 1 − 2pi using the tail bounds from
Assumptions 4(b) and (c) and Lemma A.2, and the fact that |m(x)| 6 M0; x ∈ [0, 1]D,
we have
1
n
|y>QZ˜R1 | 6
1
n
M0
α∑
i
Zi,l0 +
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
∑
i
Zi−j,l0 +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Zh1,l0

+
α
n
∑
i
Zi,l0i +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
n
|
∑
i
Zi−j,l0i−j′ |+
Cpi
√
lnn
n
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Zh1,l0
6 (α+
q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |)
(
M0
∑
i Zi,l0
n
+ φ
)
+ Cpi
√
log n
1
n
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |
The terms involving γ˜i,i′ are op(1) as there are only O(q
2) of them and the factor
log n/n→ 0. The terms involving i’s were bounded using Lemma A.2.
Under R2, using Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem [45], for large enough n, we have with
probability 1− 3pi
1
n
|y>QZ˜R1 | 6 (α+
q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |)M0(
√
δ + δ2) + C7φ. (31)
Similarly, we can show the following, for large enough n, we have with probability
1− 3pi,
J23 :=
1
n
|y>QZ˜1
[
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
]−1
(y>QZ˜1)>|
6 1
n
λmax
([
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
]−1)
‖y>QZ˜1‖22
6 ‖y
>QZ˜1‖22/n2
λmin
([
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
]2)
/n
6 C8
εD − δ2
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The last inequality follows from (21c) as the minimum volume of the parent nodes
are D, and the following bound for 1
n2
‖y>QZ˜1‖22. Using sub-multiplicative property of
L2 norm, we write 1n‖y>QZ˜1‖2 ≤ 1n‖Q‖2‖Z˜1‖2‖y‖. Following assumption 4 (c) and its
corollary Lemma A.2, y>y/n is Op(1). From Assumption 2, ‖Q‖2 is bounded. Finally,
as Z>1 Z1/n is diagonal with entries 6 1, we have 1n2 ‖y>QZ˜1‖22 to be Op(1).
By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have the following inequality
J22 ≤
√
J21J23 thereby making the J2 term Op(1). By symmetry of R2, J4 is also Op(1).
Next we focus on J1. Noting that Z˜
(0)
1 has a column of zeros aligned with the column
Z˜R1 of Z1, without loss of generality we can write
J1 =
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ψ>
[ Z˜>1 QZ˜1 Z˜>1 QZ˜R1 ;
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1 Z˜
R>
1 QZ˜
R
1
]−1
−
[(
Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1
)−1
0
0 0
]ψ∣∣∣∣∣
where,
ψ> = ψ>1 +ψ
>
2 ; ψ
>
1 =
[
y>QZ˜1 0
]
; ψ>2 =
[
01×g(k) y
>QZ˜R1
]
For notational simplification, we define the following:
U11 = Z˜
>
1 QZ˜1; U12 = Z˜
>
1 QZ˜
R
1 ; U22 = Z˜
R>
1 QZ˜
R
1 ; U
(0)
11 = Z
(0)>
1 QZ
(0)
1 ;
Hence, we have
J1 6 J11 + J12 + J13
where,
J11 =
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ψ>1
([
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1
−
[
U
(0)−1
11 0
0 0
])
ψ1
∣∣∣∣∣
J12 =
2
n
∣∣∣∣∣ψ>2
([
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1
−
[
U
(0)−1
11 0
0 0
])
ψ1
∣∣∣∣∣
J13 =
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ψ>2
([
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1
−
[
U
(0)−1
11 0
0 0
])
ψ2
∣∣∣∣∣
J11 =
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ψ>1
([
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1
−
[
U
(0)−1
11 0
0 0
])
ψ1
∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
n
|y>QZ˜1
((
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
)−1 −U(0)−111 ) (y>QZ˜1)>|
6 y
>QZ˜1(y>QZ˜1)>
n
‖
((
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
)−1 −U(0)−111 ) ‖2
6 y
>QZ˜1(y>QZ˜1)>
n
‖U11 −U12U−122 U>12 −U(0)11 ‖2
λmin
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
)
λmin
(
U
(0)
11
)
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where the first inequality follows from the fact that x>Gx 6 λmax(G)x>x, which is a
direct consequence of the definition of λmax of a matrix. The second inequality follows
from taking A = U11 −U12U−122 U>12 and B = U(0)11 in the following identity.
‖A−1 −B−1‖2 = ‖A−1(B−A)B−1‖2
6 ‖A−1‖2‖A−B‖2‖B−1‖2; [‖.‖2 is submultiplicative]
=
‖A−B‖2
λmin(A)λmin(B)
.
We have already established the following bound on |λ−1min
(
U
(0)
11
)
| = |λ−1min(Z(0)
>
1 QZ
(0)
1 )|
in (21c),
|λ−1min
(
U
(0)
11
)
| 6 1
ξ
[
min
(
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)−1
|C¨(1)l |, |C¨(1)g(k) |+ |C¨
(1)
g(k)+1
|
)]−1
(32a)
Next, we use Weyl’s inequality [39]. Let A,B,C be any j × j Hermitian matrices,
with eigenvalues λmax(A) = a(1) > a(2) > · · · > a(j) = λmin(A); λmax(B) = b(1) > b(2) >
· · · > b(j) = λmin(B); and λmax(C) = c(1) > c(2) > · · · > c(j) = λmin(C) respectively,
with A = B + C. Then, we have:
b(j0) + c(j) 6 a(j0) 6 b(j0) + c(1);∀j0 = 1, 2, · · · , j.
Specifically, with j0 = j, we have,
λmin(A−B) > λmin(A) + λmin(−B) = λmin(A)− λmax(B) (32b)
Applying the aforementioned inequality with A = U11 and B = U12U
−1
22 U
>
12, we
have
λmin
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
)
> λmin(U11)− λmax(U12U−122 U>12)
Using (21c) as before, we can derive
|λ−1min(U11)| 6
1
ξ
min
(
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)−1
|C¨(1)l |,1>Z˜
L
1
)−1
=
1
ξ
(
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)
|C¨(1)l |
)−1
(32c)
where the last equality follows from letting, without loss of generality, Z˜
L
1 and Z˜
R
1 to be
respectively the (g(k))th and (g(k) + 1)th column of Z1.
Using U22 is 1× 1 and U12 is g(k) × 1,
λmax(U12U
−1
22 U
>
12) =
(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)>
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜
R
1
Using Assumption 2, we have(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)>
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=g(k)∑
l=1
(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1.,l
)2
=
g(k)∑
l=1
(
α
∑
i
Z1i,g(k)+1Z1i,l +
q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i
Z1i−j,g(k)+1Z1i−j′,l
+
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′Z1i,g(k)+1Z1i′,l
)2
=
g(k)∑
l=1
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
ρjρj′
∑
i
Z1i−j,g(k)+1Z1i−j′,l +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
γ˜i,i′Z1i,g(k)+1Z1i′,l
2 ; [ l < g(k) + 1]
6
g(k)∑
l=1
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
∑
i
Z1i−j,g(k)+1Z1i−j′,l +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Z1i,g(k)+1Z1i′,l
2
6
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
∑
i
Z1i−j,g(k)+1
g(k)∑
l=1
Z1i−j′,l +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Z1i,g(k)+1
g(k)∑
l=1
Z1i′,l
2
6
 q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |
∑
i
Z1i−j,g(k)+1 +
∑
i∈A˜1
∑
i′∈A˜2
|γ˜i,i′ |Z1i,g(k)+1
2
The last expression above can be written as (
∑
i ciZi,g(k)+1)
2 where the constants ci ≥ 0
can only take values from a set of positive values free of n and of O(q2) cardinality. Hence,
replacing ci’s with their maximum, we have
(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)(
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜1
)> ≤ c(|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|2) for
some constant c.
Similarly, we can prove,
Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜
R
1 > ξ
(
|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|
)
Combining, we have
λmax(U12U
−1
22 U
>
12) ≤
c
ξ
(|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|) (32d)
From Eqs. (32c) and (32d), we have
λmin
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
)
> ξ min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)
|C¨(1)l | −
c
ξ
|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|. (32e)
Next, to control ‖U11 − U12U−122 U>12 − U(0)11 ‖2, let A = U11 − U(0)11 and B =
U12U
−1
22 U
>
12. We note that for any symmetric matrix A−B, ‖A−B‖2 = max{λmax(A−
B),−λmin(A−B)}. By Weyl’s inequality [39], with j0 = 1, we have
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λmax(A−B) 6 λmax(A) + λmax(−B) = λmax(A)− λmin(B)
Since U12U
−1
22 U
>
12 is rank-deficient, λmin(B) = 0, and we have
λmax
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12 −U(0)11
)
6 λmax
(
U11 −U(0)11
)
.
U11 −U(0)11
= Z˜>1 QZ˜1 − Z(0)
>
1 QZ
(0)
1
= Z˜>1 QZ˜1 −
(
Z˜1 +
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
])>
Q
(
Z˜1 +
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
])
= −Z˜>1 Q
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
]
−
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
]>
QZ˜1
−
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
]>
Q
[
0n×g(k)−1 Z˜
R
1
]
= −
[
0g(k)×g(k)−1 Z˜
>
1 QZ˜
R
1
]
−
[
0g(k)×g(k)−1 Z˜
>
1 QZ˜
R
1
]> − [0g(k)−1×g(k)−1 0g(k)−1×1
01×g(k)−1 Z˜
R>
1 QZ˜
R
1
]
Since
(
U11 −U(0)11
)
is symmetric and only has a non-zero last row and column, by
Gershgorin circle theorem, all its eigen-values lie in [−u, u] where u is the sum of absolute
values of its last row, i.e., u = ‖Z˜R>1 QZ˜1‖1 + Z˜R
>
1 QZ˜
R
1 . Similar to the derivation of
(32d), we can establish that each of the terms in u are of the order |C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|. Hence,
λmax
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12 −U(0)11
)
6 C9
(
|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|
)
(32f)
Similarly, by Weyl’s inequality and applying (32e) we have
λmin
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12 −U(0)11
)
> −λmax(U12U−122 U>12) + λmin
(
U11 −U(0)11
)
> −C10
(
|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|
)
(32g)
As in the case of J2, for large n, we have with probability 1− 3pi,
y>QZ˜1(y>QZ˜1)>
n2
6 C8 (32h)
Combining Eqs. (32a) and (32e) to (32h) for large n, we have with probability 1− 3pi,
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J11 6
y>QZ˜1(y>QZ˜1)>
n2
‖
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12 −U(0)11
)
‖2/n
(|λmin
(
U11 −U12U−122 U>12
) |/n)|λmin (U(0)11 ) /n|
= C11
|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|/n
(ξminl∈1,2,··· ,g(k) |C¨(1)l |/n− cξ |C¨
(1)
g(k)+1
|/n)
×
1[
min
(
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)−1
|C¨(1)l |, |C¨(1)g(k) |+ |C¨
(1)
g(k)+1
|
)]
/n
6 C11
(
√
δ + δ2)
(ξ(εD(1−√δ)− δ2)− cξ (
√
δ + δ2)
1
εD − δ2
The aforementioned inequalities use the following:
1. V ol(|C¨(1)l |) > εD; ∀l = 1, · · · , g(k) − 1;
2. V ol(|C¨(1)
g(k)
|) > εD(1−√δ);
3. V ol(|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|) 6 √δ
4. V ol(|C¨(1)
g(k)+1
|) + V ol(|C¨(1)
g(k)
|) > εD
Hence J11 converges to 0 in probability uniformly as δ ↓ 0. Next,
J13 =
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ [01×g(k) y>QZ˜R1 ]
([
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1
−
[
U
(0)−1
11 0
0 0
])[
01×g(k) y
>QZ˜R1
]> ∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ [01×g(k) y>QZ˜R1 ]
[
U11 U12;
U>12 U22
]−1 [
01×g(k) y
>QZ˜R1
]> ∣∣∣∣∣
=
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣ [01×g(k) y>QZ˜R1 ] [[Z˜1 Z˜R1 ]>Q [Z˜1 Z˜R1 ]]−1 [01×g(k) y>QZ˜R1 ]>
∣∣∣∣∣
6 1
n
λmax
[[
Z˜1 Z˜
R
1
]>
Q
[
Z˜1 Z˜
R
1
]]−1 ‖(01×g(k) ,y>QZ˜R1 )‖22
6 y
>QZ˜R1 (y>QZ˜R1 )>
n2
n
ξ
[
min
l∈1,2,··· ,g(k)+1
|C¨(1)l |
]−1
Here the last inequality follows from (21c). Additionally, in (31) we have established
for large enough n, we have with probability 1− 3pi
1
n
|y>QZ˜R1 | 6 (α+
q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |)M0(
√
δ + δ2) + C7φ.
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Hence, for large enough n, with probability 1− 3pi, we have the following:
J14 6
(α+ q∑
j 6=j′=0
|ρjρj′ |)M0(
√
δ + δ2) + C7φ
2 1
ξ
1√
δ − δ2
Hence it converges to 0 in probability uniformly as δ ↓ 0. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, J12 6 2
√|J11||J13|. Hence J1 (and similarly J3) converges to 0 in probability
uniformly as δ ↓ 0, completing the proof of the lemma under R2.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let m˜n = Tζnmn.
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2
= EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)
+ ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2
= EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)]2
+ EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2
+ 2EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]
Now,
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]
= EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)
ρ>EX˙(q+1)
[(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]]
= 0
Hence, we have,
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)]2
= EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2 − EG˙ [ρ> (m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1))]2
= A
(
A+ 2
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1) − Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12)
where
A :=
(
E
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12 − (E [ρ> (m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1))]2) 12
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As the term EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1) − Y˙ (q+1)
)]2
is non-random and O(1) (ρ being of fixed-
dimension), using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it is enough to show EA2 → 0.
EA2
6 2E
[(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
− inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12 ]2
+ 2E
[
inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
−
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12 ]2
Using triangular inequality for the second quantity, we have
E
[
inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
−
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12 ]2
6 E inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)]2)
6
α+ ∑
j 6=j′
|ρjρj′ |
E [ inf
f∈TζnFn
EX˙1 |f(X˙1)−m(X˙1)|2
]
This vanishes asymptotically, due to the approximation error condition (IIa) of this
lemma. Hence, we focus on the other term EA21 in the expression of EA2, where
A1 :=
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
− inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
.
A1 can be decomposed and bounded as follows by sum of ten terms:
A1 6 sup
f∈TζnFn
{(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
−
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)L
)]2) 12
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+(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m˜n(X˙
(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)L
)]2) 12 −( 1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(m˜n(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12
+
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(m˜n(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12 −( 1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(mn(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12
+
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(mn(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12 −( 1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(mn(X(i))−Y(i))
]2) 12
+
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(mn(X(i))−Y(i))
]2) 12 − ( 1
n
(mn(X)−Y)>Q (mn(X)−Y)
) 1
2
+
(
1
n
(mn(X)−Y)>Q (mn(X)−Y)
) 1
2
−
(
1
n
(f(X)−Y)>Q (f(X)−Y)
) 1
2
+
(
1
n
(f(X)−Y)>Q (f(X)−Y)
) 1
2
−
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(f(X(i))−Y(i))
]2) 12
+
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(f(X(i))−Y(i))
]2) 12 −( 1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(f(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12
+
(
1
n
∑
i
[
ρ>(f(X(i))−Y(i)L )
]2) 12 − (EG˙ [ρ> (f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)L )]2) 12
+
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)L
)]2) 12 − (EG˙ [ρ> (f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1))]2) 12
}
Here X(i) = (Xi, Xi−1, . . . , Xi−q)>. Let the 10 terms in the above inequality be
denoted by b1, . . . , b10. The 6
th term is negative by condition 1 of this Theorem. Hence,
A1 ≤
∑
t∈{1,...,10}\{6} bt.
On the other hand,
A1 >
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
m(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
− inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)
)]2) 12
> − inf
f∈TζnFn
(
EG˙
[
ρ>
(
f(X˙(q+1))−m(X˙(q+1))
)]2) 12
Denoting the right-hand side of the above equation by a, and using
(
∑
t∈{1,...,10}\{6} bt)
2 6 9
∑
t∈{1,...,10}\{6} b
2
t , we have A
2
1 ≤ a2 + 9
∑
t∈{1,...,10}\{6} b
2
t .
Hence, to show E(A21) vanishes it is enough to show the terms E(a2) and E(b2t ) vanishes.
The term Ea2 directly goes to 0 using the approximation error condition (IIa).
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Using triangular inequality, the 1st and 10th Eb2t terms are bounded above by
(q + 1)α
(
EG˙
[
Y˙ − Y˙L
]2)
Similarly, the 4th and 8th term is bounded above by the following:
(q + 1)αE
(
1
n
∑
i
[Yi − Yi,L]2
)
.
Similarly, the 3rd term is bounded above by the following which vanishes by Condition
(IIb).
(q + 1)αE
(
1
n
∑
i
(mn(Xi)− m˜n(Xi))2.
)
≤ (q + 1)αEmax
i
(mn(Xi)− m˜n(Xi))2 .
The 5th and 7th Eb2t terms only consists of the q2 residual terms arising from the
first q rows of the Cholesky factorization in Assumption 2. Hence, they are bounded by
following:
‖L‖2F
1
n
E max
16i≤q
sup
f∈{mn}∪TζnFn
(f(Xi)− Yi)2
≤ 4‖L‖2F
1
n
E
(
ζ2n +M
2
0 + max
16i≤q
[
mn(Xi)
2I(|mn(Xi) > ζn) + 2i
])
Using ζ2n/n→ 0, boundedness of m, and Condition (IIb), this goes to zero.
The 2nd and 9th term are bounded by the following:
E
[
sup
f∈TζnFn
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n∑
i
[
ρ>
(
f(X(i))− Y (i)
)]2 − EG˙ [ρ> (f(X˙(q+1))− Y˙ (q+1)L )]2
∣∣∣∣∣
]
6 αE
 sup
f∈TζnFn
∣∣∣∣∣ 1n∑
i
|f(Xi)− Yi,L|2 − EG˙|f(X˙1)− Y˙1,L
∣∣∣∣∣
2

+ 2
q∑
j=1
q∑
j′ 6=j
|ρj′ρj′−j |E
[∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
(f(Xi)− Yi,L)(f(Xi−j)− Yi−j,L)
− EG˙(f(X˙i)− Y˙i,L)(f(X˙i−j)− Y˙i−j,L)
∣∣∣]
Direct application of the ULLN (24) and (25) sends this to zero.
Combining all of this, as their are 9 bt’s, we have
lim
n→∞EA
2
1 ≤ 18(q + 1)α
(
EG˙
[
Y˙ − Y˙L
]2)
+ 18(q + 1)α lim
n→∞E
(
1
n
∑
i
[Yi − Yi,L]2
)
.
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The first term above goes to 0 as L → ∞. As i is β-mixing, it can be proved similar
to Lemma A.1 part 2, that 1n
∑
i E(2i I(|i| > L)) → E(21I(|1| > L)) a.s. Hence, for
L > M0 +1, that the limit in the second term is bounded by (M
2
0 +1)E21I(|1| > L−M0)
which also goes to 0 as L → ∞ due to the finite (2 + δ)th moment from Assumption
1.
Proof of Lemma 6. For ζn > M0,
lim
n→∞E
[
inf
f∈TζnFn
EX |f(X)−m(X)|2
]
6 lim
n→∞E
[
inf
f∈Tζn (Fn\{mn})
EX |f(X)−m(X)|2
]
= lim
n→∞E
[
inf
f∈Tζn (Fn\{mn})
EX |m(xBn(X,Θ))−m(X)|2
]
= lim
n→∞E
[
EX∆2(m,Bn(X,Θ))
]
where the variation of m in node B is given by ∆(m,B) = supx1,x2∈B |m(x1) −m(x2)|.
Hence, it is enough to show that the variation of m in leaf nodes Bn of RF-GLS vanishes
asymptotically.
Lemma 2 shows the existence of a theoretical DART-split criterion. Let B∗k(X,Θ)
be the leaf node of a theoretical RF-GLS (i.e. in k+ 1th level) built with randomness Θ
and containing X and the set of optimal theoretical splits to build B∗k(X,Θ) be denoted
by S∗k(X,Θ). Since Lemma 2 also shows that the theoretical DART-split criterion is
simply a constant multiplier of the theoretical CART-split criterion, under Assumption
5, we immediately have from Lemma 1 of [63] that
∆(m,B∗k(X,Θ)) a.s.→ 0 as k →∞ (33)
Next, using (33) and Lemma 3 on stochastic equicontinuity of the empirical DART-split
criterion, we are now ready to prove that optimal theoretical and empirical splits become
identical asymptotically as follows. Let sˆk,n(X,Θ) ∈ Sk be the set of empirical optimal
splits used to build the node containing X in level k + 1. For fixed ε, τ > 0; k ∈ N;
∃ n4 ∈ N, such that
P [dist (sˆk,n(X,Θ),S∗k(X,Θ)) 6 ε] > 1− τ, ∀n > n4. (34)
Equation (34) is established identical to the proof of the analogous result (Lemma 3) in
[63]. Only change is that for a single split at level k, we now condition on all the splits
in levels 1, 2, · · · , k − 1 i.e. s˜k−1 ∈ S˜k−1 with S˜εk−1 playing the role of conditioning set.
The result in (33) lets us control the variation of regression function m in theoretical
RF-GLS leaf nodes, and (34) establishes that the difference between the theoretical
optimal splits and the empirical optimal splits vanishes asymptotically. Combining these
two results, we obtain, identical to the proof of Proposition 2 in [63], ∀ε, γ > 0, ∃n3 ∈ N,
such that ∀n > n3,
PX,Θ[∆(m,Bn(X,Θ)) 6 ε] > 1− γ.
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As ∆ is bounded, this ensures E∆2 ≤ ε+M20PX,Θ[∆(m,Bn(X,Θ)) > ε] and letting
n→∞ and then → 0 yields the result.
A Appendix: Technical Results
Lemma A.1. Under Assumption 1, we have
1. 1n
∑
iBii
a.s.→ 0;Bi i.i.d∼ Bernoulli(p);∀p > 0;Bi ⊥ i;
2. ∃n1 such that ∀n > n1, we have 1n
∑
i 
2
i 6 C0 a.s.
Proof. For any β-mixing process {χi}, the β-mixing coefficients can be written as
βχ(a) := sup
t
‖Pt−∞ ⊗ P∞t+a − Pt,a‖TV
where, Pba is the joint-distribution of {χi}{a<i≤b}, Pt,a is the joint-distribution of
{χi}{i≤t}∪{i>t+a}, and ‖ · ‖TV is the total variation norm for measures (Definition 2.1 of
[46]). Hence, we can write
β(,B)(a) := sup
t
‖Pt−∞(, B)⊗ P∞t+a(, B)− Pt,a(, B)‖TV
= sup
t
‖Pt−∞()⊗ Pt−∞(B)⊗ P∞t+a()⊗ P∞t+a(B)− Pt,a()⊗ Pt,a(B)‖TV
≤ sup
t
‖Pt−∞()⊗ P∞t+a()− Pt,a()‖TV
+ sup
t
‖Pt−∞(B)⊗ P∞t+a(B)− Pt,a(B)‖TV
Here the first equality follows from {Bi} being independent of {i}, and the inequality is
from Lemma 1 of [24]. Hence, β(,B)(a) ≤ β()(a)+β(B)(a). As both {i} and {Bi} (i.i.d.
process) are β-mixing, so is {i, Bi}. Now, using Theorem 1 of [50] with the singleton
class comprising of the function (Bi, i) 7→ Bii ( as Bii 6 |i| which is uniformly
integrable by Assumption 1), we have the strong-law of part 1.
For part 2, as {i}ni=1 is weak mixing, and 2i is uniformly integrable( by Assumption
1), once again using Theorem 1 of [50] on {i}ni=1 now with the singleton class {f(x) =
x2}, we have the result.
Lemma A.2. Let Xi
i.i.d∼ X, {Xi} ⊥ {i}. For C ∈ σ(X), let B(C)i = 1[Xi ∈ C]; i =
1, · · · , n. Let P denote a collection of polynomial-in-n number of such sets C. Then
under Assumptions 4(b) and 4(c), for any pi, φ > 0, ∃ n7 ∈ N∗ such that with probability
1− pi, ∀n > n7,
∩C∈P
{∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
iB
(C)
i
∣∣∣ 6 φ} ∩ {∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
2i
∣∣∣ 6 σ20}.
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Proof. Let UC = {
∣∣∣ 1n∑i iB(C)i ∣∣∣ > φ}, VC = {∑iB(C)i > √n}, W = {maxi |i| 6
Cpi
√
log n}. Then, on V cC ∩W for all C ∈ σ(X), we have, for large enough n,∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
iB
(C)
i
∣∣∣ 6 Cpi 1
n
√
log n
∑
i
B
(C)
i 6 Cpi
1√
n
√
log n 6 φ.
Hence, for large enough n, we have ∪C{UC ∩ V cC ∩W} = {}. Using P(W ) ≥ 1− pi/4 for
large enough n from Assumption 4(b), we write
P
(
∪C∈P
{∣∣∣ 1
n
∑
i
iB
(C)
i
∣∣∣ > φ}) 6pi/4 + P (∪C∈P UC ∩W )
=pi/4 + P (∪C∈P UC ∩ VC ∩W )
6pi/4 + P (∪C∈P UC ∩ VC) .
We can write
∣∣∣ 1n∑i iB(C)i ∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣ 1∑
iB
(C)
i
∑
i iB
(C)
i
∣∣∣. Let bi, i = 1, . . . , n denote a realiza-
tion of B
(C)
i for some C. Denoting In = {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | bi > 0} and using independence
of {Xi}’s and {i}’s, we can write
P(
∣∣∣ 1∑
iB
(C)
i
∑
i
iB
(C)
i
∣∣∣ > φ) = ∑
{bi}
P(
1
|In|
∑
i∈In
i > φ)P(∩i∈In{Bi = bi})
The sub-Gaussian tail of Assumption 4(c) implies that P ( 1|In| |
∑
i∈In i| > φ) ≤
C exp(−c|In|) for all choices of the sub-sequence In. Hence, we have
P (| 1∑
iB
(C)
i
∑
i
iB
(C)
i | > φ) ≤ C exp(−c
√
n) on {
∑
i
B
(C)
i >
√
n}.
This proves P(UC ∩ VC) 6 C exp(−c
√
n). As there are a polynomial in n number of
C’s, taking union bounds yields the result simultaneously for all C. The adjustment
in probability due to the 2i follows directly from the second tail-bound assumption in
4(c).
Lemma A.3. For any matrix Q and a binary matrix Z with columns Z·l and row-sums
1, Z>·lQZ·l −
∑
l′ 6=l |Z>·lQZ·l′ | >
∑
i Zil(Qii −
∑
j 6=i |Qij |).
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Proof. Using the statement of the Lemma, ZilZil′ = ZilI(l = l′). Hence,
Z>·lQZ·l −
∑
l′ 6=l
|Z>·lQZ·l′ | =
∑
i
QiiZil +
∑
j 6=i
QijZilZjl −
∑
l 6=l′
|
∑
j 6=i
QijZilZjl′ |
>
∑
i
QiiZil +
∑
j 6=i
QijZilZjl −
∑
l 6=l′
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |ZilZjl′
>
∑
i
QiiZil +
∑
j 6=i
QijZilZjl −
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |Zil(1− Zjl)
>
∑
i
QiiZil −
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |ZilZjl −
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |Zil(1− Zjl)
=
∑
i
QiiZil −
∑
j 6=i
|Qij |Zil
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